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"PURPOSE

The purpose of this report is to describe basic platoon and

squad tactics and techniques as they are understood today and expected to

be used during training of troops, in analytical studies, and as a basis for

future doctrine and materiel developments for use in Military Operations in

Built—Up Areas (MOBA) .'

BACKGROUND

Rapid growth of population and industry after WW II and into

the seventies has resulted in proliferation of man—made structures of such

magnitude and distribution that the traditional (and potential) battlefields

of many regions have been altered measurably, perhaps critically. This

is especially true in Western Europe Where the. structural and road-net build-

up are distributed most densely in the natural corridors formed by such terrain

features as forests, steep slopes, swamps and bodies of water. Thus, most

feasible routes of mechanized forces will pass through or near many built—up

areas. Coupling these considerations, with‘the constraints and opportunities

peculiar to combat in such environments, military analysts and planners

(in ARPA, TRADOC, AMC) are turning their attention to the suitability of our

tactics and materiel systems for MOBA. This task, completed for the U.S.
Army Armaments Command, is a part of that effort.

.

. METHODOLOGY

Recognizing that small unit doctrine, tactics, and training are

undergoing intensive re-evaluation and modification, this study undertook to

capture the most advanced operational concepts,_as well as the older

documented material. This was done by reviewing both U.S. and foreign

sources, including documents at various stages of preparation, and

interviews and correspondence with authorities in the field. Comprehensive

detaileddescriptions and illustrative examples ofthe most current U.S.



tactical concepts were prepared and have been reviewed by representatives of
the source organizations (to avoid interpretation errors) and by the COTR
preparatory to issuing this report.

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

Results of this short term study are highlighted here and
discussed in detail in the main body of this report. First, is a set of
statements which directly define the do's and don't's of small unit actions
in MOBA. Second, a set of statements is presented which reect issues
regarding the completeness and validity of documented doctrine. Third,
we present a s-et of statements which are only general to the description of
platoon and squad tactics but which we feel are significant to MOBA study
and doctrine development.
Specific to Small Units

l. Emphasize the technique for quick fire, range determination,
hand signaling, and close combat.

2 . Put leaders well forward and make liberal use of phase lines
which can be designated as streets, rows of houses, or individual structures.

3 . Provide a firm base of fire for all movement.
4. Provide special equipment such as toggle hooks, ladders,

and extra grenades.
5 . Use routes of advance which avoid streets, roads and alleys.
6 . Use breaching techniques to enter a building and in room-

to-room movement.

7. Don't use a fire on the move tactic, move quickly and
directly.

8. Always consider possible avenues of escape.
9 . Use mines and booby traps to limit avenues of approach.
10. Force enemy armored vehicles to operate while "buttoned up. "

ll. Attack by‘firing rifle grenades through windows and large
caliber weapons at weak points around the opening.

11



1‘2. Don't re goRR, 106RR, and LAW from inside positions
without giving consideration to backblast. Usually such firino will be precluded.

'

.

13 . Prepare building enh‘y points by breaching a wall in a

corner ground floor room.

l4. Don't plan for excessive use of satchel charges. They
require considerable movement across open areas.

15 . Use Dragon and TOW for wall breaching at ranges over

70 meters if allocation of costly antitank munitions is warranted.

16 . Use grenades in each room in which the enemy is known

or suspected.

_l7. Use markings to quickly reflect that a building or room

is in friendly hands .

18. Covering fire team should watch for loopholes, slits and

other possible firing posts .

.19 . Position covering fire by automatic weapons well forward
in thoroughly prepared positions.

20. Remember, small units can become easily isolated,1eading
to problems of resupply, maintenance, care and evacuation of wounded, POW

and refugee handling, and communications with other friendly units.

Current Doctrine

Field Manual 31-50 is Know being rewritten to provide improved

doctrine. Questions raised by small unit leaders regarding this doctrine center
around the following points:

1. The method of building entry. Although the clearing of a

building from top oors down would be the most desirable technique, it remains

that the most common technique for small units will be from bottom up.
2. The long lanes of grazing fire allowed by placing machine guns

on the lower floors of a multi— story building may be disrupted by rubble.
Consequently, this doctrine could be modified so as to accept the disadvantages

.111



of shorter lanes of fire from slightly higher locations.

3 . More emphasis should be given in the revised PM 31—50

to ways for individual soldiers to cope with the problems resulting from the

following factors which are inherent to MOBA:
l

o restricted observation
weapons effects against structures
restricted maneuver space

limitation on radio (LOS) capability
control of-the rooftops

the soldier’s basic load

individual fatigue
restriction on the use of firepower in civilian areas

handling of POW's, refugees, and wounded

the burning building

0000000000

the individual's misorientation within a large building.

General
l. Few systems receive attention regarding their effectiveness

in MOBA. This applies to systems in the acquisition and testing processes
prior to introduction into the Army inventory.

2. The major U.S. activities to consider small unit deployment

in MOBA are the Army Infantry School (USAIS) and UASREUR field elements .

The Berlin Brigade has constructed a "MOBA'CITY" training area for USAREUR

Company size units. USAIS provides some small unit training in old abandoned

barracks areas.
3 . The Federal Republic of Germany has adapted an existing city

for use in training troops in MOBA activities and in developing doctrine and

tactics .

1v



4. Major U.S. equipment employment techniques require
modification for the use of the equipment in MOBA. For example, tanks and

helicopters of today were designed with the rural battlefield in mind. The
U.S. Army Armor School has undertaken a study of armor operations in built-
up areas . Helicopter employment, although offering interesting potential,
has not been studied systematically.

5 . The MOBA environment, becoming more and more prominent
across the surface of the world, provides great potential advantages to the
defender in low and mid—intensity conflicts —- and poses significant challenges
to the invader.



1 . INTRODUCTI'ON AND SUMMARY
1V. 1 Pumose

This study report was produced by KETRON, INC. in fulfillment of

Contract No. DAAA'08-75-M—5508 between KETRON and the U.S. Army Anna-

ments Command. The investigation has yielded comprehensive descriptions

of offensive and defensive platoon and squad tactics employed during

Military Operations in Built-Up Areas (MOBA). These descriptions were

coordinated with elements of the Army Training and Doctrine Command, the

Berlin Brigade, and the U.S. Marine Corps. The "Scope of Work" section

of this contract is reproduced as Appendix A of this report. The coordination

correspondence is collected in Appendix B of this report.

1 . 2 Methodology

The procedure used for the development of these descriptions of pla-
toon and squad tactics in Military Operations In Built- Up Areas is depicted
in. Figure l. The published literature reviewed included the following:

PM 31-50
-

Combat in Cities Report, 3 Volumes, USAIS, 1972

Combat in Built-Up Areas Handbook, ST31—50-l71, USAIS, 1973

Infantry Reference Data , 2 Volumes , ST7—157, USAIS, 1972

Battalion Weapons Training Packet, USAIS, 1970

FM 19-15, Civil Disturbances
’

Several unpublished papers and seminar proceedings from outside sources,
and the KETRON interim MOBAGAME documentation plus other internal KETRON

papers on MOBA provided additional sources to assemble the most current

concepts on the subject. These were enhanced by in—depth interviews with

the following:
Major Williamson, Platoon Tactics Team Chief, USAIS

Major Gwilliam, British Liaison Officer, USAIS

Major Leary, AntiArmor Ta sk Force, USAIS

Captain Vass, MOBA Company Operations Committee, USAIS



Review Small Unit
Documentation
PM 31—50, etc.

Assess MOBAGAME
Concepts of Small
Units

Interview Selected
Personnel

O O O O O O

Coordinate Revise
De.v.e10p -D with Military Prepare Draft. Draft and
Initial De— , Users &

Report & Rev1ew Submit
scriptions with ARMCOM .Proponents Final

Report

Figure 1;. Steps To Produce Platoon and Squad Descriptions



Written comments on the subject were requested frem;
BGEN R. Dean Tice, Berlin Brigade
LTC Richard Kattar, Berlin Brigade
BGEN B. t. Harrison, USA 0&Gsc
Commander, USAIC&S
Director of Military Support, D/A
MGEN Robert C, McAlister, TRADOC
Col Frederick c. Dahlquist, CACDA
Col ClarkA. Burnett, USAARMS
Major Larry B. Berrong, USAMPS
Mr. N. L. Klein, USAMC
LTC Randall D. Ralls, IDA Directorate of Military Support
MGEN Frederick I. Kroesen, HQ V Corps

An initial set of descriptions of specific tactics and techniques were
then prepared in written form for review by military groups specifically con-
cerned with the ongoing development of MOBA doctrine. KETRON then pre—

pared the draft final report and had it reviewed by the COTR and by Infantry
School representatives.

' '

1 .3 summary of Results
1.3.1 Rush Team Tactics

o Isolate target building-(s)
Attempt to minimize time in open area (less than 3 seconds)
Prepare entry at highest level possible
Use maximum covering fire" while rush team exposed
Clear building from top down, if possible
Move laterally with 2—man bound and overwatch teams
Liberal use of grenades
Secure building
Prepare» to defend
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1.3.2 Cover Team Tactics
o 'Soften building if surprise not used

Use maxirum firing rates while rush troops are exposed

Aim at suspected or known strongpoints

Attempt to interrupt the enemy's mutual support fire

After rush team enters, switch to isolation fire

Keep entry pathway open for reinforcements

Attempt to cut off escape from rear of building,

OOOOOOO

Position automatic weapons well forward

1.3.3 Movement Tactics
Consider resupply
Keep troops from .becominq separated and isolated
Use bound and overwatch on both sides of streets
Replace forward echelons frequently

Be wary of intersections
Make maximum use of cover (shrubs, stairwells, windows, etc.)
Use fire teams of 4 or 5 members

Use smoke liberally when under fire or in need of concealment

Stay abreast of flank protection on next block or alley

0000000000

Place personnel on roof tops when feasible‘
1. 3.4 SelectionWOCH- (D

Select next position before moving

Use shortest distance
Move fast
Roll over walls and fences

Keep low at corners

Avoid exposure at windows and doorways

Use smoke

00000000

Cross open areas in Groups, not in sequence
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2. GENERAL DISCUSSION

2.1
I

The MOBA Environment

In either defense or offense it becomes necessary to fortify or
attack certain buildings in a built-up area . A classification of citybuildings
of military interest includes:

O Steel—Concrete Buildings. These buildings are the most
suitable for defense, being the least vulnerable. The
ceilings and exterior walls have great resistance to blast
and penetration. The basements in this type of building

, are suitable for conversion to covered positions for
personnel, crew—served weapon bunkers, and storage of
supplies. The central heating and air conditioning sys—

tems, in modern office buildings of this type, conduct
heat and smoke very rapidly through the building. Modern
high rise buildings of this type, having essentially closed
faces, function like giant chimneys, channeling heat and
smoke rapidly up the interior;

~

Brick and Natural Stone Buildings. These buildings are
also suitable for defense. The strong walls of these
larger buildings (schools, factories, apartment houses,
and the like) can normally withstand strong bombardment.
The cellars, however, do not always have the necessary
strength to support the rubble should the building be

destroyed .

Half—timbered Buildings. Half—timbered buildings and
buildings of wood are the least suitable for defense.
However, the cellars may be suitable; they often have
arched ceilings made of stone or even steel-concrete
which can take the weight of rubble should the building
be destroyed.

-5-



A striking difference in rural and urban battlefields is the presence

of an ever increa sinq number of automobiles and other civilian transport

vehicles. The onset of military action in a built-up area will likely precipi-

tate heavy civilian motor traffic intenninqled with military traffic. The

battlefield may be littered with abandoned vehicles which create rich cover

for troops movinq in the streets. They are ideal locations for remotely

detonated mines and booby traps. They can be used to build effective anti-
vehicle and antiarmor barricades . The private vehicle will possibly see

even more imaginative uses, such as mobile bombs for breaching buildings

and barricades or as contingency troop vehicles.
The city battlefield provides important advantages to the defender.

Cover and concealment are afforded in every room. The defender almost

always enjoys first detection, and can avoid disclosing his own position

until the range has become quite small, allowing him high first shot hit pro—

babilities on the attacker's exposed personnel and vehicles. Snipers can

be used with deadly efficiency against infantry and vulnerable vehicles.
After entry into a building, the attacker is faced with the exceptional hazards

of» room-by-room search against an alerted defense.

The built—up area environment has important implications for the

delivery of weapons . Perhaps the most important is the shrinking of the

battlefield . In the vast majority of cases , friendly troops will be in the

'buildings adjacent to the target (that is, Within 30—50 meters), making a

200 meter CEP unacceptable and even a 20 meter CEP hazardous for support

fire delivery .

The defender will usually be located on the lower floors of a strong

building and oriented toward the attacking forces. Hits on the roof with

rockets, missiles , or even light bombs may be ineffectual.

The threat against which the infantryman operates is normally the

enemy soldier with his individual weapon. Unlike the rural threat, the urban

defender can make maximum use of hard coverand concealment to the extent

-6-
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that he almost always fires from the equivalent of a‘prepared position. His

position is difficult to detect and exposure is kept to a .minimum. Conse—

quently, presented targets are even smaller in cities and usually fleeting.

Engagement ranges are typically short, less than 50 meters according to

some estimates and only 5% of combat engagements take place at ranges

over 100 meters, according to these estimates . Interlocking fires are used

by the defenders . The presented areas are very small (top of the head, half

of a face) , fleeting, and difficult to detect. In most instances, targets will

be engaged with hastily aimed rounds .

Sustainability is a particularly important characteristic since

lengthy engagements can take place within confined areas such as single

buildings to which access is difficult. During the battle for Hue, a two-day

firefight took place over the possession of a single building.

Although the potential for use of helicopters has been recognized,

the specific use of this equipment has not yet been fully analyzed nor have

the net advantages been assessed in light of the disadvantages of its vul—

nerability.
The tank is ill—suited for the battle. This is recognized 1n U.S.

doctrine. Historically, however, the tank has been used extensively in

urban battles, and with variable success. With the increase in effectiveness

of man-portable antitank weapons : the survivability of the tank in city combat

will decline even more unless employed in infantry—tank teams.

The city is a complex of indigenous "bunkers" ideal for hiding and

sheltering crew—served weapons. Unfortunately, these "bunkers" are largely

unuseable for the man—portable large caliber weapons in the current inventory

since the backblast from rockets and recoilless weapons is reflected and con—

centrated to an intolerable level.
There is little movement in streets in high intensity urban conflict,

due to intense combat consisting of building—to—building fire fights and

building assaults. At lower levels of combat intensity, the streets may not

-7-



be deserted. For example, in the battle for Hue in 1968 civilians movedfreely about the city and avoided‘only the immediate battle zone. In highintensity conflict, such as the urban operations that characterized WorldU ‘
War II, it may sometimes become necessary to advance on the street asthe only means available to dislodge a stubborn defender. Of course, thecity defender moves on the streets far less than the opposinq force that is. attempting to dislodge him.
2. Z Offensive 02erations
2.2. l General

The Berlin Brigade currently sees the attack of an urban area accom—t plished by three echelons:
o Contact echelon to locate strongpoints, snipers, andobservation posts .. o Assault echelon to expand the secured area to the flanks“P

v and reduce light enemy concentrations.
‘I o A support echelon to follow up, reduce strongpoints,
I

- provide logistic support, and consolidate cleared territory.u To survive, the maneuver elements of allechelons must be able to moverapidly, present a small silhouette, have the capability of high volume auto-matic weapons fire. Maneuver elements are lightly armed and equipped. They. are not capable of sustained combat and must be rotated frequently as this isl a mentally and physic‘a lly fatiguing mission.
I

ll When not receiving fire, the maneuver elements can advance cau—i. tiously, but as rapidly as possible toward assigned objectives. Routes, should be direct, making maximum use of cover and concealment, i.e. ,‘ buildings, rubble, sewers, subway, electrical tunnels, etc.
p V When under fire, the advance of the maneuver elements is consid—erably slower. Time of exposure to enemy observation and fire can be nolonger than 2-3 seconds if personnel are to survive. Every attempt mustbe made to select a route of advance which avoids streets, roads, andQ alleys. Routes should be through or on top of buildings, underground, etc.

g_
r
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‘ Cover team tactics are associated with the fire support elements of

the three echelons. The fire support elements are not a reinforcing or extrac—

tion force for the maneuver elements. They have basically the same arma-

ment and equipment as the maneuver elements, with th'e addition of light
machine guns for-increased firepower. With the machine guns remaining

always in the fire support element, the maneuver elements and fire support

elements are otherwise interchangeable.
In terms of size, the assault echelon is twice the size of the contact

echelon, with the support echelon being twice the size of the assault echelon.
The overwhelming preponderance of firepower, special equipment, and
personnel are located in the support echelon. Engineer personnel must be

attached to the forward elements for demolition, breaching, and clearing
capabilities.

I

For wall breaching tactics, there are usually three options, depending

on the mission and the situation: go around it, go over it, or go through it.
Use of grappling hooks and scaling techniques are a standard portion of the

training program for USAREUR units in Berlin Brigade's "MOBA City” ; quite

often, walls in Berlin run the entire length of a City block. Doorways and

windows present a means of moving through a wall, but should be expected

to be covered by fire or be booby trapped. Engineer personnel provide the

capability of breaching a wall by blasting through it. This offers the benefits

of surprise, as well as entering at a location not likely to be covered by fire

or be booby trapped. Another method of breaching is to blast an entrance

using a recoilless rifle or other suitable organic weapon. This capability
may be lost once the inventory of infantry large caliber munitions becomes

exclusively HEAT. The recoilless riflemethod has the advantage of creating

the breach from a covered location away from the wall vis—a-vis exposing
personnel to set demolition charges against the wall.

All members of the contact and assault echelons should be armed

with automatic weapons of a compact nature. Submachine guns or machine

pistols might be more satisfactory than the M16 rifle since the requirement

is for agility and quick response firepower at close range, not high power

fire at 100-140 meters.



Fire on the move is not recommended and is not taught in Berlin Brigade

MOBA training. The fire support elementprovides coverng fire while the

maneuver element advances , and vice versao Deliberate, well aimed fire is
necessary due to the limited amounts of ammunition carried by the contact

and assault echelons. In all but random instances firing on the move is
ineffective and a waste of ammunition.

2.2.2 Conduct of the Attack
There are five basic and elementary principles for combat in built-up

areas which must be considered by platoon and squad leaders. These are
(l)control, planning thoroughness, momentum, and covering fire.

Control. Because of restricted vi sibility, fighting tends to be accom—

. plished by small units working independently. This requires agressiveness
and initiative at the lowest level. Leaders should be well forward and should

make liberal use of phase lines which can be designated as streets, rows of
houses or individual structures. The area under attack should be divided into

sectors with limited'objectives within the sectors.
Planning. Choose short bounds with intermediate, closely spaced

phase lines and limited objects such as a single house, a floor within a

building, or even a room. Attempt to provide a firm base of fire for all move-

ment. Provide small units with special equipment such as toggle hooks,
ladders, extra grenades, etc. Attach additional support (tank, engineer,
artillery) directly to support maneuver elements.

Thoroughness. Each objective should be cleared thoroughly, marked,

and consolidated. Every room, attic, cellar, gardenshed, sewer, large drain,
ventilating shaft, elevator shaft, should be inspected.

Momentum. Plan the attack in depth with reserves and leaders well
forwardr Be prepared to issue special orders for extra effort immediately. Re-
organize quickly after each objective is achieved and move quickly to the next

objective. Use leap—frogging to move fresh troops toward succeeding objec-
tives .

‘(l) Fighting in Built—Up Areas — British Publication (Draft)

-10-



Covering fire. Open areas will draw heavy enemy fire. Before attempt—

ing to cross open areas , there must be coverinq re. Use all weapons avail—

able and ensure that the maneuver element uses every wrinkle in the terrain to

gain maximum cover during movement. Tanks and APCs may be used to provide

cover in crossinq open areas. Remember that soldiers accompanying the armor

are vulnerable to ricochets from the steel and must be covered as completely as
possible by the vehicle.

2 . 3 Defensive Operations

2.3.1 General

The defense of a metropolitan area, because of its size, is most likely
to be by strongpoints. These strongpoints should, if possible, be mutually

supporting, but also capable of all—round defense on their own. Machine guns

are an integral part of this defense. They should be emplaced at or near ground
' level to gain long range grazing fire. Fields of fire should be cleared, as in

any defensive situation. Machine gun fire should be interlocking and mutually

supporting Wherever possible. A very limited number of machine guns can be

emplaced in theupper stories of tall buildings to gain long range plunging fires;
There is a danger here, however, of being cut off from avenues of escape.

Where possible, building walls should be reinforced with sand bags,
office furniture, etc. , to gain maximum protection. Automatic weapons, once

located by the enemy, become focal points for return fire. Alternate positions

within the building should also be considered, peep holes and slits are preferable

to windows as firing ports since they are less detectable and less vulnerable

to grenades. Special consideration should be given to avenues of escape.
Covering support from other buildings is mandatory for positions near

the ground since rush team troops can hug exterior walls and approach openings

to push grenades through.

For the defense, especially in the employment of automatic weapons,

the military aspects of the situation are strongly affected by the layout of the

area and type of construction. Avenues of approach are going to be behind and

through buildings, rather than up fire swept streets and across open areas.

-11-



In the defense, barricades are used to block avenues of approach and
slow and canalize the attacker's advance. Wherever possible, they should
be covered by observation and either direct or indirect fire. Barricades
should not be limited to streets and alleys, but should also be used inside
buildings to block stairways, corridors, elevator shafts, etc.

Observation and fields of fire are normally restricted. Attacking
troops may move over roof tops and throucrh mouseholes and hallways within
buildings. Therefore, Whenever possible, position automatic weapons to
restrict the attacker's movement as much as possible. Isolate buildings from
each other with qrazinq fire. Cover roofs with qrazinq fire, if possible, but
provide avenues of escape when positioning automatic weapons on upper floors
and roofs .

Defend in a series of mutually supporting strongpoints occupying
buildings which provide the strongest defense points. Clear vegetation
and shacks, if possible, to improve fields of fire and avoid rubble since
this restricts fields of fire of weapons near the ground. Bear in mind
that visibility decreases nearer the ground. Even though small basement
windows provide excellent cover for automatic weapons, any rubble, such
as brick and stone knocked down from upper levels of the buidling can
abruptly restrict visibility and fields of fire.

One technique for limiting avenues of approach that cannot be
covered with direct fire is the use of mines and booby traps. Mines and
claymores should also be used around the perimeter of the defended buildings.
Claymores placed under the eaves of the roof provide maximum effectiveness.
Mines do not have to be buried, but can be tied into natural cover and vege-
tation and man—made cover, such as garbage cans, automobiles, etc.

v
2.3.2 §pecific Defensive Considerations

To illustrate the concepts of defensive actions, a series of defensive
configurations are presented. A typical built-up area in a small town or
suburban area is illustrated in Figure 2 and the related building—by-buildinq
11st in Table 1.

’ '



, Figure 2 .
Typical Suburban Built-UpArea

Enlargements of this representative area are used to illustrate specific prob—

lems in MOBA—defense in subsequent paragraphs.

Figure 3.

Buildings -1-16 Used for AT and Automatic Weapons Deplovment
on Western Edge of Built—Up Area.

-13-.
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Low, concrete, storage building with metal roof, good fields
. of fire.
One- story stone warehouse, dirt floor, ventilation slots 6"

off ground.
Destroyed building.
Frame construction, half destroyed, .no fields of fire.
Two— story stone, qood fields of fire along streets.
Frame construction, no observation, do not use.
Stone, mostly destroyed, good fields of fire.
Two—story masonry.

Two-story brick, excellent fields of fire.
One-floor cement, no basement, fair fields of fire.
Two—stow brick, no basement, good observation to south.
Two— story stone, slate roof, heavy construction, no fields of

fire.
Town hall, frame, fields of fire along streets, poor observation.

Destroyed, rubble.
One—story, cement—walled shop with large glass windows.
Two— story stone with slate roof, excellent fields of fire and

observation, has a tunnel to 28. '

Steel warehouse with concrete floor, two—story office, excellent
observation, good Dragon position from roof behind office.
Two— story frame with basement, no observation or fields of fire.
Storage shed, frame construction, no good.
Hotel, three-story stone, built like a fort, good fields of fire.
Two-story, cement block, roof not solid.
Storage shed, no good.

I

Stable with stone walls and dirt floor, slate roof, excellent
position. Good for concealment of APCs.
Equipment shed with concrete walls and floor, good fields of fire.
One—story wood, frame house, do not use.
Stone church, excellent fields of fire.
Concrete-block house, no windows.

Table 1. Typical MOBA Environment
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The avenues of approach on both sides of the East-West road are the
most dangerous. Building 1 has the best fields of fire for both Draaons and
machine quns. A qood position for a Dragon is found at the rear of Building
1; however, from that position it could not fire into the designated kill zone.
But, from that position, the Draoon could hit targets just before they reached
the kill zone. One machine qun is positioned with the final protective line
(PPL) to the North and one with an (PPL) to the South. Alternate positions
were desicnated alonq the road near Building 5, the platoon CP/OP.

A Dragon and machine gun positioned in Building 2 could cover the
Southwestern approaches to the town. Several good Dragon positions are
near Building 2 with a primary sector of fire covering the kill zone in front of
the lst Platoon deployed in Buildings 2-5. A position is found in Building 2

from which a machine gun could fire an (PPL) completely across the front of
the platoon. A supplementary position is found from which the machine gun
could fulfill its mutual support requirement for the lst Platoon.

I

I I

‘4 Figure 4 .
Additional Weapon Coverage for
Northwest Sector
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The two buildings, 8‘and 16 (See Figure 4)-, provide good protection for. ‘ the North edge of the area and could house either AT weapons or a machine gun.
A supplementary. MG position is on top of Building l6. This position covers
the kill zone in front of the 3rd Platoon. Another MG position is in the base-
ment of Building 9 that supports the lst Platoon's kill zone.. Carrier mounted weapon positions are found near Buildings 5 and 6. For

cover and concealment, the carriers should be positioned inside the buildings.
Rubble also provides good cover for carriers. Carriers may also be positioned *

‘0 in a "hide" position near Building 28 and move along cover routes to their
designated firing positions on command. In this manner, fire can be massed at
a critical time. Routes should be rehearsed by walking drivers over them both

day and night.I
Questions to be answered after positions are selected are:
o Are the positions covered and concealed?

. o Are key weapons mutually supporting?
o Are key weapons positioned so their fire will surprise attackers?
Another discussion of weapon position selection appears below. Con—-

sider the environment and MOBPI areas as shown in Figure 5 and the accom-
O panying Table 1 .

0 23
-

2. 5%sz
T N

. MU
Figure 5. 17a

Southeastern Sector Defense
(Secondary Defensive Positiong

O
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If the enemy were to drive the platoon put of its forward position,
the best place for it to continue the defense was the wall complex of
Buildings 23, 28, 31, and 32. Place the lst Squad in Building 23. As the
squad could not use the Dragon from that position, it would be transferred
to the 2nd Squad which was to occupy Buildings 28, 31, and 32. The 3rd
Squad would occupy positions along the orchard wall and in Building 25.
Carrier positions would be prepared behind the orchard wall and in
Buildings 29 and 28. To have a covered route to cross the main street, the
platoon leader barricaded the street by Building 12 with rubble, debris, and
abandoned vehicles. (See Figure 6 below.)

Figure 6 . @
N ortheastern
Sector Defense
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When the enemy's attacking troops are discovered, they are hit first
with indirect fire called in by the platoon leader'or forward-observer.
As targets appear in the platoon sectors, all weapons fire discretely using
semiautomatic, well at'med fire. When the enemy assaults or reaches a "fire
at will" line, defensive fire is increased. As the enemy moves closer, volume
of fire is increased, switching to automatic, to stop the attack before the enemy
reaches the defensive position. Mutually supporting weapons switch from
their primary sectors to the assault area to give the defenders in that area all of
the support available. If indirect fire support is available, it too is concen-
trated in the assault area. If the enemy penetrates the friendly position, he is
met by all of the resistance available, including small arms (including pistols) t
grenades, entrenching tools, and bayonettes. Indirect fire Within the battle
area may be called in. If the enemy backs off, he should be pursued with all
available firepower .

In a mounted, mechanized attack, the greatest threat to the defender,
whether he be in open terrain or a built—up area , is for the enemy infantry to
dismount on the defense position. If our forward platoons can kill or separate
the enemy infantry (mounted or dismounted) from his tanks, the in-depth system
of antitank defense will destroy the tanks piecemeal. Therefore, the forward
platoons should engage the enemy's infantry carriers with all available fire.
The two exceptions are: ‘

-

o If the enemy tries to bypass a platoon's position, that
platoon should shoot all available fire at the enemy tanks.
Do this because the tanks are the greatest threat to your
company's defense.

.

o If enemy tanks are overwatching or following dismounted
infantry, the platoon should engage these tanks. Do this
because the infantry can direct the overwatching tanks'
fire into your positions.

-18-
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For example, in the built-up area, the 2nd Platoon leader will
bring antiarmor fire against the attacking APO . The TOW will fire first at
longest ranges —— followed by the Dragons as those that survive get closer.
Those enemy carriers that manage to get through TOW and Dragon fire come

under a saturation of fire from men of the rifle platoon shooting LAW, HEAT

rifle grenades, and antiarmor rounds from grenade launchers . As these
weapons have minimum signature, infantrymen can fire them from cover

without revealing their positions .

In a fire fight, the va lue of good camouflage becomes apparent.
If the enemy can't find the platoon's position, he will not know when or

where to dismount and cannot quickly organize his mobile force and fire for

a well—coordinated attack. When he tries to dismount, the platoon will shoot
all available small arms at the dismounting troopso

Some tanks may move on through the position after the infantry
dismounts. After their infantry is wiped out, the unsupported tanks are

easily destroyed by antiarmor weapons positioned in depth to the rear of the
forward platoons. Artillery/mortar fire should be fired within the battle area,
to force enemy armored vehicles to button up and reduce their combat effec—

tiveness.
If a platoon is threatened with an attack from a different direction,

its leader moves his men and weapons to supplementary positions as necessary
to meet the attack. The examples show how the platoon leader planned and

prepared these positions. Using the carrier—mounted guns to reinforce the
threatened position(s) is a good way to stall an enemy attack from any direction.

If a leader suspects that a crew~served weapon position has been
located, he may move it. The decision to move a weapon from the primary to
its alternate position is made by that leader nearest the weapon who has a

responsibility for its employment. A move to an alternate position is usually
made during a lull in the fire fight. When two or more weapons are moved to

alternate positions, move them one at a time. Riflemen may also have to be
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moved to continue protecting a key weapon which! is moved. The platoon

leader and all others in the chain of command must be informed of all
position changes at once.

.

When defending in a built-up area, a platoon may have to retake
positions Within buildings or retake buildings that have temporarily fallen
into enemy hands. These "limited" counterattacks may range from attacks
by fire from carrier—mounted guns to an assault by part of the platoon. A
prerequisite for this action is a covered and concealed route for the counter

attacking troops . Enemy penetations of any size are blocked and contained

by platoons of forward companies and ejected by counterattack by battalion
(or higher level) reserves.

When an enemy assault is repelled, small unit leaders must prepare

their men at once to meet a renewed assault. If the first attack had mounted

infantry, the next attack may be dismounted and supported by fire from tanks
and carriers. To prepare for the next attack, squad and platoon leaders must:

Reestablish security. If the CP/OP withdrew to the defense position,
they must be sent back out. If they did not get back to the platoon position,
their status should be checked. If they are casualties, they must be replaced

-

with other men. As soon as feasible, start the sleep/alert procedure again.
Redistribute/Resupply ammunition. Squad leaders pass out remaining

ammunition and equalize that which is left between men. Ammunition is taken
from casualties and given to survivors. The platoon leader will issue to the
squads any ammunition that he stockpiled. He then takes a quick inventory
and requests a resupply of ammunition.

Reposition fighting positions and weapons positions . If an attack has
just been repelled, the enemy may have found some of the positions. If he has ,
he will try to hit them during the next attack; so repositioning is suggested.

Reestablish communication. If the WD—l commo wire was cut during
the attack, the RATELO should lay new wire to reestablish communication. If
signals were used, such as a green star cluster to initiate fire, change that
signal or the enemy that survived the first attack will know what it means.
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Evacuate the dead and seriously wounded. Be sure that all sectors
of fire are still covered and that the evacuation of casualties will not leave
gaps in the defense. All positions must still be mutually supporting.

Refurbish camouflage. Refurbish the Camouflage as necessary. Do

not overcamouflage a position. If it was not found during the first assault,
chances are it will not be found in the next try.

Replace obstacles . If enemy troops are far enough away, replace
obstacles, mines, and early warning devices. This is a risky task, espe—

cially if the enemy has snipers. Troops must be careful; this may have to

be done at times of limited visibility. ‘

Resupply. Barrier materials, mines, and medical supplies, must be

resupplied.
Use snipers. This is a good time for snipers to be active. Let them

move anywhere in the defensive position. They may find and hit targets , such

as reconnaissance parties, infiltration teams , command and control groups,
obstacle-breaching teams, weapon crews and enemy snipers.

2.4 Training for MOBA
_

Marine commanders from Hue ('68) stated that they took a large number

of casualties during the first days of fighting and attributed these to lack of
familiarity with city fighting. After a period of "on the job training" , casual—

ties dropped dramatically and troops became very proficient in city fighting.
The Hue commanders stated that once the U.S. soldier was trained for city
combat, he became extremely good. They attributed this to the highly urbanized

nature of our own society. As a people,_ we f'eel at home in a city and this
becomes a psychological advantage once the individual knows his job. Our

troops are more mentally prepared to cope with the tasks at hand. Thus,
training plays a very significant role.

Several aspects of city fighting differ markedly from conventional war-
fare. Men must fight in small groups, often only two—man teams. A single,
poorly trained individual can have negative effects on the unit as a whole.
Training of replacements assumes a significant role.
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Span of control changes in the city. Span of control depends on

the distance by which the leader and his subordinates are separated, degree
of training, rapidity of situation change, degree of similarity among jobs,
physical and mental condition of subordinates, and personalities of indi-
viduals involved. The nature of the city environment affects all of these
factors. This means that since units have little time to alter traditional
organizations for city fighting, thoroughness of training must make up the

difference .

3. TOOLS FOR DETAILED ANALYSIS
In order to investigate platoon and squad tactics in MOBA within the

specific framework spelled out in the SCOPE OF WORK (See Appendix A) , a

detailed scenario was developed and utilized for the remainder of this study.
3 . 1 Scenario

A representative scenario for the examination of a team tactic would be

as follows: An enemy squad is defending a small three—story stone school in

a residential neighborhood. There are six classrooms on the upper two floors

with an external fire escape at one end of the building. The first floor con—

tains the administrative offices, lounge, nurses room, lockers, latrine, and

cafeteria. The basement is used fro storage and houses the heating system.
The roof is slate with a moderate slope. An eight—foot chain link fence bounds

three sides. Figure 7 shows the pOsition of the school with reference to adja—
' cent buildings.

A second enemy squad is dispersed throughout the housing area
surrounding the school on the same block. The houses are one and two—

story frame structures. The defenders have had 24 hours to prepare their
positions within the school. The squad within the school was only
recently reinforced with the second squad defending the nearby houses
permitting three hours preparation time.
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Tl'ie attacking force is two standard infantry platoons; Figure 8

‘ shows the composition of the attacking unit. The mission of the first pla-

toon is to clear the block of houses surrounding the school. The mission

of the second platoon is to take the school house strong point. Because

of serious time constraints , the two missions are to be carried out simul—

taneously. The attacking platoons currently hold positions in the block ,

directly across the street from the school.

3.2 Major Combat Considerations

To satisfy the contract statement of work, a set of major combat

considerations (Figure 9) were developed and applied to the scenario. The

results of this analysis are described in the remaining sections of this

report .

Section 4. Rush Team Tactics
Section 5. Cover Team Tactics
Section 6. Employment of Automatic Fire

Section 7. Fire on the Move Tactics
.

5

Section 8. Route Selection

4. RUSH TEAM TACTICS
The diagram in Figure 10 shows the basic combat tasks that must be

achieved by the rush team and supporting elements to gain access and clear

the target building. Current infantry doctrine suggests that the attacker ~

i

have 4/1 or 5/1 numerical superiority over the defender. In this case, two

platoons are concentrating their attack against two rifle squads , approxi—

mately a 4/1 ratio.
4.1 Soften Target Building

Unless the building is being taken by surprise, known or suspected

strong points and individual defenders should be neutralized, if possible,
before any attempt is made to move across an open area. Besides rifle fire

at suspected points, rifle greandes should be fired through windows. Larger

caliber weapons (90 RR, 106RR, IAW) should also be used, but are less

effective when fired through and opening. In the battle for Hue, the Marines
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(2)AN/RPT-4 1 PSG PLT SGT (R)
1 PFC RAD/TEL 0P (R)

SQD's AN/PRR—S 2 PFC AMMOBR (R)
AN/PRT-4 2 PFC ASST GNR (R)

2 SP4 GUNNER (P)
EQUIPMENT .

RIFLE 1 SSG SQD LDR (R)
Rifles - 26 SQD 2 SGT TM LDR (R)
Auto Rifles - 6 2 SP4 AUTO RFLMN (R)

'

M203 - 6 2 SP4 GRENADIER (M203)
MG - M60 '- 2 3 PFC RIPLEMAN (R)
Pistol - 6
AT ans. - 3

Figure 8

Composition and Summary of Personnel
and Equipment of an Infantry Rifle Platoon
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Friendly Unit Size ‘
‘ 7 .

a . Platoon
'

b. Squad

Friendly Unit Type

a. Infantry 8'
b. Mechanized Infantry
c. Airborne

Unit Mode

a. Offense
b. Defense 9.

Friendly Weapons

a, With automatic and/or AT
weapons

_ 10b. Without automatic and/or '
AT weapons

Support Type

a. None
b. Tank
c.

_
Engineer 11d. Artillery '

e.q Airborne

MOBA Building Type
a . Wood 12 °

b. Brick/stone
c. Concrete

Figure 9. Major Combat Considerations

MOBA Bui lding Heights

a. Less than 3 floors
b. 3 - 8 floors
c. Over 8 floors

Time for Defense Preparation

a. 1 hour
b. 1 - 3 hours
c. 3 - 8 hours
d. 8 - 24 hours
e. 24 - 48 hours

Location

a. Inside building
b. Outside of building

Other Considerations

a. Narrow streets
b. Wide streets
c. Open areas
d. Interior walls
e. Stairways

Battle Area Size
a. Normal (less than 30,000 sq. meters)
b. Large (over 30,000 sq. meters)

Building Density
a. Less than 4 buildings per 15, 000 sq. meters
b. More than 4 buildings per 15, 000 sq. meters



Soften Target
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Unit Combat Action
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Building
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bui lding
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Clear Downward

Secure building”

Prepare to defend

Figure 10

Description of Combat Action for
Rush Teams
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found it more effective if rounds were fired through the window sills and

through the brick and mortar at the edge of the opening. Rounds detonating

at these points are more effective than rounds detonating in the back wall
away from the opening. Firing the SORR, lOBRR, and LAW have several dis—

advantages which must be considered before employment. Because of back—

blast, none of the weapons should be fired from inside a small room without

making allowances for relieving pressure. Remove part of the back wall
with explosive or fire the weapon with the rear of the weapon facing, and

with the hazard cone extending through, an opening.

The minimum arming ranges are shown below for infantry weapons.

Arming Distance
Weapon (Meters)

IAVV - 35
M202 (Flame an.) 5.5 to 13
90RR 10-16
106RR . 10-16
Dragon 65
TOW 65

All of these weapons have a sizeable signature and will draw enemy fire. Con—-

sequently, preparation of a good firing position may be necessary.
During the softening process, the building should be examined care-

fully for firing ports (small holes chipped in the wall) .’ These holes may be

anywhere on the face of the building. They are normally not near windows or

doors, but near ground level or under the eaves.
I

In the case of wooden buildings, the M202 portable flame weapon is
particularly effective in moving the enemy away from the side selected for entry.

The heavy smoke may help to lower defender effectiveness by decreasing his
visibility without affecting the attackers effectiveness.

No well defined doctrine for mode of fire is available. This is con-

sidered as a decision to be made by the unit commander. Much depends on

ammo supply, type of structure, range and enemy weapons. It was agreed upon

at USAIS that normal automatic fire would be used by the covering team and the

rush team, if they were to fire while moving. Once the rush team is inside, the
covering team switches to semiautomatic. Defenders would normally use semi-

automatic unless conditions were such that automatic fire would be more effec-
(e.go , against a mass assault, perhapsh firing through smoke cover) . Again,
other factors such as ammo supply and resupply must be considered.
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4 . 2 Isolate Target BuiHim
It is highly desirable to cut off all entry and exit from the target

building to prevent escape, resupply, and reinforcement. The standard pro—

cedure for this operation is to 'cover the front of the building with covering
fire from a base of fire team. The sides of the building are covered by
machine guns or automatic rifles positioned in such a way that they can
place effective fire in the alleyways between adjacent structures. Mortar
fire (81mm) is normally used to cover the area directly behind the building.
The 60mm mortar also seems to be adaptable to the close contact found in
city fighting.
4. 3 ~ Building Entry

After sufficient preparatory fire and with suppressive fire, the assault
team attempts to gain entry into the building. The goal is to get inside as

quickly as possible, keeping exposure in the open area to an absolute minimum.

Therefore, an attempt to scale exterior walls immediately is not recommended.

The prepared entry point is a corner ground floor room, if possible. Doors and

windows are less desirable entrypoints, they are apt to be heavily defended

and booby trapped .

Contrary to popular belief , the LAW, 90mm and 106mm are not’good

entry hole makers in brick and stone structures. If these weapons are all that
are available, satchel charges must‘be used. This is not a desirable method

of gaining entry because three trips across the open area are required: one to

place the charge, one to get clear and then the trip required to enter. The time

between trips is a detriment since the enemy may reoccupy the room after the
blast or use grenades as attacking personnel enter. Both the Dragon and TOW
are considered useful for wall breaching if the firers can get far enough back to

use them at 60—70 meters. At this range, the missile is rarely guided because of

the minimum capture time. The missile is simply used as a direct fire weapon,
that is, aimed and fired much like a recoilless rifle. These are extremely high
cost munitions for this application.
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In‘ crossing the open area, troops use whatever cover is available
. such as depressions. Covering fire is at its maximum at this time. If the
enemy has only small arms, APCs may be used as cover for attacking troops.
Smoke and tear gas are used to provide additional concealment.
4.4 Operations within Building

Once a foothold has been established in the building, the first
priority is to gain access to the roof or top floor. The foothold should be
gained at the highest level possible (upper oors or roof if possible) .
Russian doctrine calls for an immediate attack up the stairwells. However,
stairwells will be heavily defended and even booby trapped. Consequently,it was felt that the stairwell would be the last pathway tovthe roof that
should be considered. First, would be external stairs which could be

_covered by the base of fire team. Grappling hooks and ladders should also
be considered. Elevator shafts are another possibility as is mouseholding
through the ceiling. As with stairwells, mouseholding upwards leaves most
of the‘advantage to the defender and should be avoided, if possible.

Lateral movement is best done using two man bound and overwatch
teams. More than two two—man teams can lead to excessive casualties.
Grenades are used in each room and must not be thrown too quickly, lest they
be thrown back before they go off. Mouseholding from room to room is less
desirable. If the walls are thin, fire exchanges can take place through the
walls . If they are thick, they must be breached by explosives which requires
that the room in which the men are working must be vacated before the explo—
sion. Consequently, they may have to fight their way back into the room in
order to use the mousehole. Pioneer tools may be used thereby relaxing the
constraint of having to evacuate the room as explosives are used.

Movement on stairwells and crossing open hallways should be swift.
Troops keep to sides of halls and make use of doorways for cover when moving
along hallways .

U.S . doctrine calls for the use of a grenade in each room in which an
enemy is known or suspected. Entry should be made as soon as the grenade
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detonates while the enemy is still recovering from concussion. When
moving into the room after the grenade goes off, it is reCommended that the
attacker move completely inside, use available cover, crouch or stand next
to an inside wall, and engage targets with 3 — 5 round bursts of automatic
fire. Any defenders still alive are apt to fire into the doorway. The attacker
should be prepared to engage in hand—to—hand combat.

Care should be taken in using shrapnal grenades inside buildings.
Interior walls may be too thin to stop grenade fragments from coming through
the walls into the hallway, hitting the attacker.
4.5 Secure the Building and Prepare to Defend

Once the enemy is overcome and the building is secure, preparations
must be made for defense against a possible counterattack. Further, the
building should be marked in some manner to show that it is now occupied by
friendly troops .

Specific notes on setting up a building defense are as follows:
o Selectively clear fields of fire outside of building by removing

debris , shrubs , and other vegetation.
o Remove all glass from windows.
o Pay special attention to drains and sewers, use mines and

booby traps with covering fire.
o Prepare barricades inside rooms against grenades.
o If possible, prepare covered routes for evacuation of wounded

and resupply.
o Turn off all gas and electricity at mains.
o Position all weapons well back from Windows and openings,

even if it means sacrificing some field of fire for surprise and
protection.

o Position support weapons well forward with the main body of
defenders.

o Attempt to gain as much mutual fire support as possible.
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o Booby trap doorways and stairwell walls. as well as other

easy access points.
o Avoid areas that are particularly susceptable to fire.
o Prepare 'small firing points away from windows by making

small slits or loopholes.
o Note that smoke and dust will tend to linger in the streets

in built-Lip areas .

o Position anti—vehicular weapons so that they have good

fields of fire down main avenues of approach.

o Prepare sand, earth or water, for fire fighting.

4. 6 Variations in Tactics

The basic tactics described above will vary somewhat depending on

changes to the basic scenario. The major tactical variation is that of employ—

ing surprise in the attack. Often this is not possible because the flow of
battle is continuously moving from building to building, street to street.
However, it is possible to do the unexpected, even under these conditions.
If surprise can be used, the step of softening the target building is omitted.
Covering weapons are emplaced without disclosing‘positions to the enemy.
When the rush team is prepared to move, maximum covering fire is provided
while troops move across open area. ‘ By the time the defender recovers from

the initial shock, the rush team should be entering the building. Under these
conditions, automatic weapons should be placed in well covered positions in
such a way that they can provide maximumsuppressive fire on the target building.

4 .7 Variations in Time to Prepare

The more time the enemy has had to prepare the target, the harder the
. a

target can be expected to be. Inside walls of strong points within the building
can be sandbagged to provide increased protection against all weapons.
Generally, larger ca liber weapons will be required to soften the target.
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Routes of evacuation and support will be. covered, making if more

difficult to isolate the building or complex. Further; positions in adjacent

structures Will be better prepared providing the defender. with mutual

supporting fires. It. may be necessary to probe out the weakest points in

the area around the target building and begin the attack by successively
reducing the weaker links in the defense Chain before attempting any direct

attack on the target building. Special support may be required: fuel—air

explosive delivered by tac air, increased use of tank support using cannister

and HEP rounds to clear areas and create braching holeso Artillery and

heavy mortars Will speed the leveling of small structures such as frame houses.

large guns such as the 155mm howitzers, especially self—propelled, also

valuable in the direct fire roleo .Rate of advance will be significantly slowed

as time to prepare increases.
4.8 Variations in Structure

The scenario describes a relatively hard target building. If a building

is constructed of softer materials, attackers can effectively use lighter

weapons. large caliber machine guns are effective against wood and frame

houses, as are flame weapons. The smoke from fires in and around the target.

building will proVide additional concealment. Phosphorous rounds will also
be most effective in reducing enemy resistance, especially, when dropped

through the'roof by mortar fire. Shaped charge rounds will become less effec-
tive since there will be less spalling of hard material from the rear of walls
penetrated. HEP rounds should be very effective.

The IAW, 90mmRR, and lOGmmRR, can be used to create entry holes in

wood and frame buildings. Tests at Ft. Benning showed that 3 LAWS, on the

average, will make an entry hole in a wooden barracks type structure large

enough for a man to use.
4.9 Variations in Support Elements

The basic supporting elements available to the infantryman are armor,

engineer, artillery, tac air, and air transport. All of these can be employed

in support of rush team tactics.
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Ta'nks ‘provide a tremendous increase in firepower with .30 and .50
caliber machine quns and the main armament. They can add to the momen-

tun of the attack by assisting in building entry and providinq covering fire.
If the enemy has only small arms, tanks can provide cover right up to the

target building. If the enemy is equipped with AT weapons , tanks can still
help to soften the tarqet by firinq from defilade positions covered by trees ,
brush, depressions or by firing from inside adjacent buildinqs.

Tanks offer two liabilities; they require protection from enemy troops,
and they draw fire which can kill nearby friendly troops. Tanks are particularly
vulnerable when moving into position along narrow streets and alleys. They
can be expected to suffer high vehicle and personnel loses. Rubble strewn.
areas are difficult and dangerous to negotiate.

Engineer support can provide much needed expertise at the squad level
for handling explosives for breaching exterior walls to gain entrance, breach-
ing interior walls for room—to—room movement, removing booby traps, clearing
away rubble being used for protection by the enemy, and creating rubble for

additional troop and armor protection. Engineer personnel attached to infantry
units were found to be very effective in Hue. They suffered a high casualty
rate, but their presence permitted infantrymen to become familiar with explo-
sives and be better able to cope with the situation after the engineers'
departure.

V

Experience has shown that it‘is extremely difficult to adjust indirect
fire from mortars and artillery in built-up areas because of the limited visi—

bility for fire adjustment and damage assessment and the close contact with
the enemy. There have been many instances where defenders in built—up areas
have withstood tremendous artillery barrages while suffering relatively few
casualties. Further, the rubble created with indirect firepower has been an

. additional hindrance to maneuver of the attacker. Artillery has been most

effective when used in a direct fire role. Towed and SP guns can be used to

support infantry operations in the direct fire role much like tanks, but they
require firing positions and infantry support. Armor and mech units will be very
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advantageous in Phase I, Isolation of the Objective Area, and, rubble and

enemy AT fire permittinc, in Phase III, Systematic Clearance of the Defense

Area.
I

The use of artillery. in the direct fire role requires. some care. A

stand off position is required for fuze arming time which will not likely
cause a problem. The M57 fuze requires over 200 feet and is a long time

arming fuze. However, fragments from an 8-inch round fired at a close
target (say 300 feet) have been known to travel 2500 feet aft of the target.
Dud round pieces travel up to 75 feet from the target.

High velocity rounds may be very effective in penetrating earth barri-

cade cover. Low velocity rounds may tumble in earth and can re—emerge' aft

and be a hazard to both weapons and personnel.

Research has shown that current fuzing for heavy artillery (M106 and

M107) is not effective on extremely hard and thick walls (stone or reinforced

concrete) . Projectiles seldom survive impact with hard targets , remain stable

within the target and function as designed. At the Symposium on Combat in

Urban Areas, Picatinny Arsenal, March 14 and 15, 1973, additional research

in artillery fuzing was strongly recommended.

Experience with tac air support is limited. Close enemy contact will
be a factor in reducing such support. However, tac air‘may be effective in

reducing hard targets because of the tremendous firepower that can be delivered

on strong points. Much depends on ‘suprise and enemy anti—aircraft capability.
Use of tac ~air requires Close coordination with ground units.

Use of helicopters in built—up areas again has been limited. Possible
applications include troop movement, to-gain access to rooftops and to provide

covering fire. Routes of approach and movement must be secure, which ties up

friendly ground units.

At this point, effectiveness of air support is not known. Whether

advantages offset liabilities remains to be determined.
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4.10 Variations in Infantry Configurations
Differences in mechanized, airborne and standard. infantry units have

largely been discussed in the preceding section under Variations in Support

Elements.

Russians and Israelis both strongly recommend the use of armor units
in city fighting. Both adhere to the concept of a swift strike to some specific
area within the city, establishing and defending a strong point, and expanding

operations from this base. The U.S. has a more flexible doctrine, using both

the swift strike method and the search and clear method, depending on the

nature of the operation.

The impact of either method will have little effect on rush team tactics,
since the task of entering a building varies little as a function of this overall
mission. The mechanized unit offers more troop protection with APCs and can

be eicpected to move more rapidly from objective to objective and maintain a

higher degree of momentum.

Conversely, airborne units are equipped with lighter weapons and can
be expected to move more slowly, all things being'equal. Airborne and armor

operations may provide more surprise,limiting the enemy's time to prepare.
This will add to the mechanized units momentum and help detract from or com—

i

pensate for the airborne units lack of héavier weapons. Consequently, rates
of advance for infantry and airborne units should be approximately equal while
mechanized units should proceed at a somewhat more rapid pace.

5. ’ COVER TEAM TACTICS
Using the scenario described in the preceding section, this section

will describe the basic tasks and tactics of the covering team.
The built-up area offers excellent cover for both the attacker and d_e—

fender, although the rush team must expose itself when attempting to gain
entry into the target building. The covering teamshould make maximum use of
available cover, preparing positions, using all the time available. The effec-
tiveness of the cover depends on the density and types of structures available.
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5.1 Friendly Fires
Covering firers should select and prepare positiéns away from windows

and doorways. When firing from building corners, the silhouette should be

as low as possible. Walls, fences, and shrubbery should not be fired 9331;,

but around as low to the ground as possible. Every depression and "wrinkle"

should be exploited.
Covering firers should aim at known or suspected strong points. They

should watch for loopholes, slits, and other possible firing ports. The loca—

tion of heavier weapons should be noted and communicated to the platoon

leader as quickly as possible so that heavier weapons may be directed onto

those target areas before they move to other positions within the building.

5.2 Enemy Fire
l

Attempts should be made to interrupt the enemy's mutually supporting

fire. The enemy will be much easier to overcome if he is isolated into separate

pockets of resistance. Smoke may assist in reducing mutual support and to

provide cover for the rush team, but care should be taken to minimize the

effects on the cover team's visibility.
5 . 3 Support Role

Once entry has been made by the rush team, the cover team may be re-
quired to maintain fire against the defenders to permit the rush team to gain

access to the roof. This means that positions capable of shooting at fire

escapes and troops on ropes or ladders must be suppressed. The best firers

should be assigned to suspected enemy locations near rush team troops. Dis-
tance between enemy and friendly troops may be only a few feet.

Once the rush team has gained entrance, the pathway to thebuilding
must be kept open for reinforcements, resupply'and casualty evacuations. The

cover team leader must be kept informed as to the progress of the troops work—

ing within the building and be able to respond to specific requests for fire

support .



The cover team must, at all costs, maintain the isolation of the

target building.
_

As resistance within the building is reduced, the cover team should

begin to occupy positions with improved fields of fire to reduce the protec—

tive area behind the building. As the need for covering fire is reduced, the

coverers should begin to focus their attention on adjacent strongpoints that

have been weakened by neutralizing the target building.
A good cover team can aid the rush team by keeping defenders

occupiedo The use of machine gun fire into upper’stories can give the rush

team time to get to upper floors quickly. Movement and covering fire should

be carefully coordinately for maximum effectiveness.

6. EMPLOYMENT OF AUTOMATIC FIRE

A review of the current literature indicates that there are two possible

conflicting roles for automatic weapons in cover team operations . One role

is to provide grazing fire between adjacent buildings to isolate the target

building. It is imperative that the target building be isolated to prevent rein—

forcement, resupply, and withdrawal; Automatic weapons should be positioned"

to minimize the protected area behind the building Mortars are then used to

cover the hidden area behind the structure when there is no way to cover that

area with automatic fire.
The second role is that of cbvering the maneuver element. Doctrine

here states that machine guns should be emplaced in the forward-most covered

and concealed position to be in a location to support the maneuver element.

They are employed in the fire suppression/role once the maneuver element is
detected and brought under fire. For the machine guns to be employed in other

than the fire suppression role in support of the maneuvering element is to risk early
detection by the defending force and invite hostile fires , including fires from

antitank weapons .



It a'ppears that this problem will have to be resolved by the commander

at the scene. Much depends on the spacing and location of-structures, structure

type, and enemy and friendly positions with respect to thetarget building. From

the literature, the following general guidelines have evolved:
l

l

o Position automatic weapons well forward with the cover team.

o Prepare these positions as thoroughly as possible since they
1

will become focal for enemy fire once they have been located.

o If the element of surprise is paramount, automatic weapons
I

should not fire until the rush team is in position to move to the ..

target building.
o Provide maximum covering re for rush team.

- o Once rush team is inside, position of automatic weapons

should be adjusted to provide both covering fire and

grazing fire between structures to isolate buildings.

o Isolate target building to prevent defender evacuation,

reinforcements , or resupply.

7. FIRE ON THE MOVE TACTICS -

Firing on the move presents a special problem in that troops must

always consider ammunition supply. Resupply is an important consideration
since moving troops very quickly become isolated. Therefore, echelons of
bound and overwatch teams should be employed which are rotated frequently.
The lead team moves forward for some distance, assumes covering positions
for the next team to move through and take over the bound and overwatch action.
As rear echelons move forward, resupply Can take place and the covering team

move forward again. Intersections are particUlarly vulnerable points and pro-
vide good role exchange points. When the bound and overwatch team reaches
an intersection, the team members can take covered positions and provide

suppressive fire for trailing teams to move across and continue movement.
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The bound and overwatch teams work along both sides of a street, each
directing their observation and fire acrossthe street, covering the team on the

opposite side. Troops make maximum use of cover —— shrubs, trees, doorways,
stairwells, large windows, etc, Movement is deliberate. Each soldier must

pick out, in advance, his next firing position and move rapidly past the over—

watch team members to the next positiono Small bound and overwatch teams

are used, not exceeding a fire team of 4 or 5 members. On many occasions, two—

member teams will be used to reduce exposure of troops.
Wide streets are more hazardous than narrow streets since obersation

and target acquisition which takes place from one side of the street to the other

is at longer ranges and, therefore, more difficult. Covering teams working
along roof lines can provide good‘cover. These teams work forward using bound

and overwatch techniques also.
When using armor with infantry, troops should not move alongside of

vehicles since fragments from enemy munitions detonating on or around the

armor will cause casualties. Troops should precede and follow vehicles.
If more than one vehicle is available, armored vehicles may move as

bound and overwatch teams also. One vehicle moves forward and takes up an

overwatch position providing cover for the other vehicle. Armored vehicles can
drive through building fronts to gain some defilade as they move from one posi—

tion to another but this should not be done for buildings known to have no base-
ments. Vehicles should keep moving when fully exposed.

If smoke is used to cover movement, it should be forward of the advanced

team, providing some concealment from enemy units well in advance of the lead

elements. This does not interrupt the coordination of the moving echelons. In

case a friendly unit becomes pinned down, heavy‘covering fire and smoke may

be used for extraction.
Any movement under fire by a unit assumes that flank protection em'sts ,

that is, other units moving through adjacent streets, alleys, and buildings.
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The rush team does not fire when attempting to move across an open

area toward a target building. They move as rapidly as possible to minimize

exposure in the open area and they conserve ammunition for use once inside
the building, since resupply under these conditions is extremely difficult
and carrying large amounts of ammunition slows movement.

8. ROUTE SELECTION

8 . 1 General

This subject, as it affects units of squad and platoon size, generally,
must address the tactical movements of small groups of men. These movements

are consequently restricted to between and through the buildings used by the

enemy as strong points. All small unit movements in a built—up area will
make use of concrete "phase lines", as opposed to phase lines being defined

by map coordinates or major terrain features. In small unit actions in built—up

areas, they will be definedas a particular street, a particular building, etc. ,
points which are easily discernable in coordination of movement and fire in

close quarterso

The basic movement procedures for individuals whose mode of transport

in this environment is basically by foot are summarizedbelow.

Outside of Buildings ‘ '

I

Inside of Buildings

Select cover points before moving Avoid existing doorways

Use shortest distance between points Avoid existing stairways
Move rapidly - don't silhouette yourself” Establish a position in corner of

Roll over walls and fences ' building at ground level
Keep close to buildings where enemy is Use a breaching technique to move

located to another room or another floor
Avoid exposure at window and doorways

as you move by
Use smoke and discretion to cover
movements over open areas

Move in a group as opposed to moving

one at a time
I-41-



8.2 Critical Considerations
The step-by—step technique for assault and seizure of a building is

a critical planning function. This will require the best of intelligence re—

garding the enemy location within a building, the type of building construc—

tion, and attention to each soldier's basic load. Present doctrine states that
to seize and clear a building, the force will establish a first floor strongpoint,
move immediately to the upper floor or roof, and beqin clearing the building
from the top, down. The validity of this doctrine is questionable because of
the following reasons:

o Stairways and ea sy ve rticle movement paths will likely be

booby trapped or mined.

o Vertical access is basically only by mouseholing through

ceilings, a time consuming process.
o The first floor strongpoint is vulnerable to enemy action

from above, below and on at least two sides, (three sides
if the strongpoing is not a corner of the building).

Advocates of the top-down approach suggest that entry might be
gained by helicopter landing or rappeling to the roof, movement over adjacent
roofs or sheds, or by climbing, using outside grappling hooks. Obviously, the
procedure is best dictated by the situation and by the equipment available.
Consequently, the technique used w‘ill most often be left to G.I. ingenuity.

Since rather short distance moves by individual soldiers or groups
of soldiers is quite critical, the basic load of each person is important. The
return to a "safe“ area to obtain additional or different equipment can be disas—

terous to the mission. A safe approach lane to and from a buildingwit is
being seized might-not exist and although the seizing force might be able to
control the building by destroying the enemy within, it is possible that the
friendly Occupants of the building would be isolated from obtaining additional
supplies without exposure of additional troops across open areas.
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8 . 3 Various Environments

The man-made factors relevant to c103e combat in urban areas will
include the type of building construction, sewers, civilian action, and the

immediate terrain. Various types of weapons can be used to breach an out-
side wall of a brick and wood constructed house‘. This assortment of weapons
is reduced if breaching of a steel and concrete wall is necessaryo Sewers
and underground passageways exist in industrial areas and can be used to

advantage of both friend and foe. The civilian population may be present
in areas where defensive positions of the enemy have been hastily erected.
Experience in Viet Nam have emphasized that the apparent unarmed Civilian
is not simply a docile individual whose safety must be uppermost in the minds

of the friendly forces. Conversely, a Civilian, loyal to the friendly forces,
can be an invaluable source of intelligence as the platoon leader or squad
leader prepares his plan and while he implements that plan.

8.4 Variations of Defensive Positions Related to Time to Prepare Defense

Selection of defensive positions is related to enemy route selection ’

and the defenders ability to use his troops as an effective blocking force.
Well prepared defensive positions within a building require time to develop.
As the defensive force is able to increase time from when they are aware of

an attack, till the attack is initiated, they will take advantage of the follow—

inq techniques .
o Establish their stroncpoints within a concrete structure or

the most sturdy structure available.
o Establish their stronqpoints within an inconspicuous building

in the middle of the block.
o Identify his routes of withdrawal by interior means, e.g. ,

sewers, tunnels, inconspicuous passages; position weapons

to protect an open route of withdrawal.
o Improve the building structure by'use of sandbags and other

material .
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O

O

O

0

Prepare loopholes at various building locations.
Screen Windows to keep out grenades .

Rubble the building to protect from shaped charges and tank
movement.

Plant mines and booby traps in paths of the attacker.
Establish communication links by means of Wire to circumvent
LOS deficiencies for radios.
Receive supplies needed for defense.
EStablish patrols to counter attacker's night operations.
Arrange for alternate defensive positions .

Move in additional troops and equipment for the defense.

8.5 Techniques for Vehicle Employment

Individual tanks will .be used when possible to assist the small units
in operations in built—up areas . Movement routes for tanks in this urban
environment is a critical factor in'their usefulness to the attacking forces mission;
Their effectiveness against an enemy with only small arms and individual weapons
is not questionable. Under these conditions ,- the protected mobile vehicle is
valuable for moving across open areas , its increased firepower is valuable for
breaching walls and buildings; and its capability to clear pathways through rubble
is understood. Nevertheless, tanks will be used in close—urban combat with
certain restrictions:

O

O

O

LOS for employment of their weapons will be limited.
Movement along buildings make them vulnerable to attack from above.
Tank traps are readily available by means of existing sewers and
underground pa s sageways .

Running noises are disadvantageous to a surprise mission.
t
Limitations of ground level area will restrict mobility.
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8.6 Summagy

As opposed to strategy for selecting routes of movement for larger

forces, the strategy for selecting routes for small units will hinge almost

entirely upon the situation the small unit finds itself. A successful frontal
assault on a building could subsequently lead to disaster as the assault
unit then spreads out in order to seize the building. Armored vehicles can

be used for movement up to and around buildings subject to the limitations

noted above. In built—up areas, the motivation and ingenuity of individual
soldiers and of small groups of soldiers likely is the key to success in pla—

toon and squad tactics.
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MILITARY OPERATIONS IN BURT-UP AREAS

.(MOBA)

Platoon & Squad Tactics & Techniques

1. The objective is to provide descriptions of offensive and defensive
platoon and squad tactics and techniques employed during military
operations in built—up areas . It is recommended that the descriptions
include.~

a.

b.
C.
d.
e.

f.
go.

h.

General terrain and topological features, man-made and natural,

rush team tactics,
cover team tactics ,

wall breaching tactics,
methods of emplacing and employing automatic fire for both
cover team and defensive team,
fire on the move tactics ,

barricading tactics, and

route selection tactics for rush team when receiving fire and
when not receiving fire.

It is planned to collect current thinking on this from TRADOC (Headquarters,-
USAIS, GAG/SCORES, C&GSC), Berlin Brigade, and Marine Corps, and to
compare with UK, Canada, FRG, and the USSR.

The descriptions will be used as a basis for evaluating the combat
utility of current weapons and new concepts.

In order to provide a common basis for tactics and techniques, the
following conditions are suggested:

1)

2)

3)

The baSic battlefield will be a maximum of three hundred meters long
and a maximum of one hundred meters wide.

There can be one main street in the combat area. This street can
be a minimum of seven meters wide and a maximum of forty meters
wide.

There can be a maximum of two side streets perpendicular to the
main street. These side streets can have a maximum width of

. seVen meters.



Page 2

There can be a minimum of two buildings land
_a mazimum of five

buildings located in this 300m X 100m rectangle.

Each building can have a minimum of three levels i.e. , basement,
first floor, roof, or first floor, second floor, and roof. The
buildings can have a maximum of six levels; basement, first
through fourth floor, and roof or no basement, five floors and a
roof.

The buildings can be wood, brick, stone or concrete.

The defenders can have varying amounts of time to set-up: one
hour, three hours, eight hours, twenty—four hours, and forty-
eight hours .

In one case, the defenders can have antitank weapons and in
another case can't have these types of weapons.

The offense can or can't have antitank weapons , wall breaching
devices, tank support, artillery support, air support.

The tactics and techniques shall apply to attacking buildings,
entering buildings , moving from room to room and floor to floor.
They shall also apply to locating and clearing a sniper or snipers.

2. These descriptions shall be used as a basis for evaluating the combat
utility of current weapons and new concepts.

3 . The end product of the effort shall be delivered by 31 July 1975 .



APPENDIX B

This appendix consists of packages of the correspondence betweenKETRON and the military community.
extracted from the KETRON files and it addresses general MOBAactivities as well as platoon and squad tactics and techniques.packages within are arranged by military organization. They are:

0000

The Berlin Brigade
The USAIC&S
HQ, TRADOC
Pt . Leavenworth
C&GSC
.CACDA

Other Organizations
USAARMS
USAMPS
USAMC
DA Directorate of Military Support
HQ, V Corps

This correspondence has been
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_
Arlington, Virginia 22209. - 17 February 1975 '.
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BGEN R. Deaanice _ _
_

.. ,
.

.

Commanding General
V

- k ~ .- '

_' 1

'
~ ‘

.

- a

. Headquarters, Berlin Brigade
' ' " " ’

APO New York 09742

Dear General Tice:

. I '

My thanks for your January 21 letter.

For your information and retention, I'm enclosing a copy of the Army
C&GSC manual on their new forty-hour course on “Combat in Builtup and Fortified
Areas". I had the pleasure, as guest lecturer several weeks ago, of addressing ‘

the sixty plus officer participants in this course and got a kick out of their respon-.
.

siveness -- and .was particularly pleased with their challenging attitude toward the
traditional approaches to this tough problem. This is their first cut at such a
course and the people who developed it are the first to admit that it will improve
with experience. (I've highlighted the enclosed manual to "show off” our contri-
butions)

In addition, I'm enclosing a copy of the minutes of the "Technology
Workshop on Military Operations in Builtup Areas (MOBA)", a session that I
organized and conducted to stimulate more dialogue on this subject between the
user and developer communities. Comments will be most welcome.

In connection with our on—going project for ARPA, to develop a Research
Game for MOBA (see TRADOC reaction letter attached) , we could make good use of
any relevant materials you can provide, e. g. photos of the Parks Range facility,

- training documents, TV tapes, etc. , If required, we can get ARPA to certify our
Q' ' need-to-know for classified material.

The next Military Operations Research Symposium is being planned for
June '75, probably at Annapolis. I' ll send the necessary application papers,
hoping for continuing Berlin Brigade participation. If you could join us yourself,. General Tice, we would be most pleased to welcome you._ Let me broaden the invi—

tation: next time you 're planning to be in Washington, try to plan an hour or so to
see our work in progress -— we ‘re just a few minutes from the Pentagon.

. '

.
1

Corporate Oce Valley Forge Executive Mall 656 East Swedesford Road Wayne, Pennsylvania 19087 (215) 657—630



BGEN R. Dean Tice
l7 February 1975
Page Two

Yo may find some. Value 1n the informal "Who' s Doing What“
V

tabulation I'm enclosing; although severely abbreviated, you may identify items
of interest. Berlin Brigade activities are listed on page four. .

I'm grateful for this exchange opportunity with the man who is
"looking down the throat" of this problem. . _ . . . . .

Sincerely ,

GEORGE SCHECTER
Senior Associate

GS/nes

Enclosures

CF: BGEN Robert D. Stevenson
The Pentagon

'

Under Separate Cover: Technical Workshop Manual



DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
Humuursns, us chMAHDER. nmuu AND us ARMY. 35mm

APO NEW YORK 09742

20 June 1975AEBA-GC—O

Mr. George Schecter
Ketron, Inc.
12th Floor, Architect Bui1ding
1400 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, Virginia 22209

Dear Hr. Schecter:

Beriin Brigade applauds the efforts of you and your associates to analyze
and evaluate alternative techniques and tactics in MOBA training and doctrine.
we here in Berlin have an abiding interest in any and all ideas and concepts
related to military operations in built-up areas.

Due to the mission statement of Berlin Brigade and our geographical location,
our training focuses primarily on the defensive asPects of urban and suburban
combat.

_Unfortunately, "HOBA City“ our training facility at Parks Range, does not
confonn to the model you suggest for discussion of the scenario. He are
inclosing pictures of our training facility, on which construction is almost
completed. By way of explanation, HOBA City is generally built along the
lines of new construction in Berlin. The buildings are relatively close
together, are a uniform distance from the street, and here a flat'roof. Thecity has fences inclosing courtyards, and courtyards inclosed within buildings,
a common configuration in Berlin. MOBA City haS'a canal as a simulated water
obstacle, with one Class 60 and one Class l5 bridge. The city's geometry pro-
vides, in a continuous line, two parallel avenues of approach. Although
tailored to the "two up and one back" concept, there are diversions to theleft, right and center which present control and responsibility problems to
the attacking force.

One area in which we are particularly concerned is an analysis of the new
family of rocket—powered anti-armor weapons (LAM/DRAGON/TON) as compared to
the recoilless rifle weapon series in tents of'ability to blast through con-
crete and steel structures with some degree of destructive power. While
there is no question of the range, accuracy and killing power of the new
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Mr. George Schecter

anti—tank weapons‘against armor, their usefulness in a EOBA environment interms of cost—per-mund and destructive capabilities 1's in doubt.
He hope that our input will be useful in your research and would very muchappreciate a copy of your end product.

Sincerely yours,<7
2 Incloswes RIC}: RD
as stated ‘ LTC,G

ACofS, GB

//M
div/V354

-' . KA {TAR



MILITARY OPERATIONS IN BUILT-UP AREAS (HOBA)

Platoon & Squad Tactics & Techniqueg

1. Genera] Terrain and TopoTogical Features. HOBA City is situated on a
fiat sandy area of Parks Range, Beriin, Germany (see photos). The sur-
rounding area has gentiy roiiing hiiis; the area to the southeast, south,
and southwest of HOBA City is a smat] armor training area and is generaliy
devoid of vegetation. Rorth and northwest of EOBA City are trees and vege-
tation which provide limited conceaiment for an attacking force.

2. Tactics.

a. Rush Team Tactics. This term is associated with the maneuver eiemcnt
in both the contact and assault echelons. As explanation, Berlin currently
sees the attack of an urban area done by three echelons ~ contact echelon to
locate strongpoints, snipers, and observation posts; assault echelon to
expand the secured area to the flanks end reduce light enemy concentrations;
and a support echelon to follow up, reduce strongpoints, provide logistics
support, and consolidate cleared territory. To survive, the maneuver elements
of all echelons must be able to move rapidly, present a small silhouette,
have the capability of a high volume of automatic weapons fire. Maneuver
elements are lightly armed and equipped. They are not capable of sustained
combat and must be rotated frequently, as this is a mentally and physically
fatiguing mission.

b. Cover Team Tactics. This term is associated with the fire support
elements of the three echelons listed in 2a, above. The fire support
elements are not a reinforcing or extraction force for the maneuver elenents.
-They have basically the same armament and equipment as the maneuver elEments,
with the addition of light machine guns for increased firepower. With the
machine guns remaining always in the fire support element, the maneuver elements
and fire support elements are otherwise interchangeable.

c. In terms of size, the assault echelon is twice the size of the contact
echelon, with the support echelon being twice the size of the assault echelon.
The overwhelming preponderance of fire power, special equipment, and personnel
is located in the support echelon. Engineer personnel must be attached to the
forward elsnents for demolition, breaching and clearing capabilities.
3. Hall Breaching Tactics. Presented with a wall, there are usually three
options, depending on the mission and the situation: go around it, go overit, or go through it. Use ofgrappling hooks and scaling techniques are a
standard portion of the training program for Berlin Brigade, as quite often
walls in Berlin run the entire length of a city block. Doorways and windows

,r .(g YA I



present a means of moving through a wall, but may veil be covered by fireor be booby trapped. Engineer personne1 provide the Capability of breachinga wa]] by blasting through it. This o{fers the benefits of surprise, as welias entering at a location not iikeiy to be covered by fire or bacby trapped.Another method of breaching is to blast an entrance using a recoiiiess rifle.This capability may be lost once the rocket—powered anti-armor weapons com-pletely replace the recoilless rifle series. The recoilless rifle method hasthe advantage of creating the breach from a covered location away from thewall rather than exposing personnel to set demolition charges against the wall.
4. Emplacing and Employing Automatic weapons. Automatic weapons in thisregard are not viewed strictly as machine guns. All members of the contactand assault echelons should be armed with automatic weapons of a compactnature. Submechine guns or machine pistols might be more satisfactory thanthe hlb rifle as the requirement is fo~vagility and firepower at close range,not l00~400 meters.

a. Cover Team. Machine guns should be emplaced in the forward«mostcovered and concealed position to be in a location to support the maneuverelement. They are employed in the fire suppression role once the maneuverelement is detected and brought under fire. For the machine guns to beemployed in other than the fire suppression role in support of the men-euvering element is to risk detection by the defending force and destructionby anti-tank weapons.

b. Defensire Emplacement. The defense of a metropolitan area, becauseVof its size, is most likely tO'be by strongpoints. These strongpoints should,if possible, be mutually supporting, but also capable of all-round defense ontheir own. iachine guns are an integral part of this defense. They should beemplaced at or near ground level to gain long range grazing fire. Fields offire should be cleared, as in any defensive situation. iachine gun fireshould be interlocking and mutually supporting wherever possible. A verylimited number of machine guns can be emplaced in«the upper stories of tallbuildings to gain long range plunging fires. There is a danger here, however,of being cut off from avenues of escape.

5. Fire on the Hove Tactics. This tactic is not recommended and is nottaught in Berlin Brigade HOBA training. The fire support element providescovering fire while the'maneuver element advances, and vice versa. Delib-erate, well aimed fire is necessary due‘to the limited amounts of ammunitioncarried by the contact and assault echelons. In all but random instancesfiring on the move is ineffective and a waste of ammunition.
6. Barricading Tactics. Barricades are used to block avenues of approachand canalize the attacker's advance. Wherever possible they should becovered by observation and either direct or indirect fire. Barricades



should not be 11mited to streets and alleys, but shou1d a1so be used inside
bui1dings to block Stairways, corridors, eIevator shafts, etc.

7. Route Selectqn of Rush Team.

a. When not receiving fire the maneuver eiements can advance cautiousiy,
but as rapidly as possible towards assigned objectives. Routes shouid be
direct, making maximum use of cover and concealment, i.e., buildings, rubbie,
sewers, subway and electrical tunnels, etc.

'

b. when under fire, advancement of the maneuver elements is considerably
slower. Time of exposure to enemy observation and fire can be no longer than
2-3 seconds if personnel are to survive. Every attempt must be made to
select a route o: advance which avoids streets; roads, and alleys. Routes
should be through 0r on top of buildings, underground, etc.
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KBT ON INC Washington OperationsR j , ~
nth-Floor, Architect Building

1400 Wilson Boulevard
. Arlington, Virginia 22209

(703) 52 7-4200

27 May 1975

Brigadier General R. Dean Tice
Department of the Army
Headquarters, Berlin Brigade
APO New York 09742

Dear General Tice:

As part of our research effort for the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (ARPA) and the Army Materiel Command (AM C) in Military
Operations in Built—Up Areas (MOBA) , we are collecting and analyzing descrip—
tions of tactics and techniques for small unit combat in various MOBA scenarios.
We already have most of the standard documentation on US and USSR doctrine for
urban combat and we are doing our best to keep up to date with the latest thinking
at the HQTRADOC, CAC, USAIS, USCGSC, Marine Corps, and our NATO allies.
Since you are the "burgoma ster" of our most complete and active facility (Parks
Range) for MOBA training, you are in a posit ion to provide unique inputs to
this research. i

I

We recognize that doctrine and concepts of operation in this
complex area are in a state of ux —- the schools are introducing revised
manuals and training circulars, new scenarios are being developed to evaluate
force performance, materiel systems (both inventory and new concepts) are
being assessed. Our current work for ARPA and the Army includes the task of
developing analytical tools that will serve all U.S . military elements concerned.
They will improve our basis for evaluating alternative tactics and systems
quantitatively. To support this purpose, we are soliciting your cooperation.
We would like descriptions of your current concepts for platoon and squad '

operations in urban and suburban areas -- and your ideas for improving the
techniques and equipments . We are obtaining similar information fom other
Army elements, Marine Corps, allied forces, and intelligence sources. The
collected facts and derived findings will be distributed through appropriate
channels . If you wish to place restrictions on dissemination of your ideas
( because of their preliminary status ), please let me know.

Corporate Oce Valley Forge Executive Alall 656 East chdcsford Road Wayne, Pennsylvania 19087 (215) 687—6330



Brigadier General R. Dean Tice
27 May 1975
Page Two

We are enclosing guidelines for your uSe in preparing
descriptions. While these include some arbitrary restrictions, they
will provide a basis for comparison and will be useful for initial evaluation
of current and devolopmental combat systems. Any related documents or
comments beyond these restrictions are, of course, most welcome .

Sincerely ,

GEORGE SCHECTER
Senior Associate

GS/nes

Enclosures



DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
HEADQUAMERS. 95mm BRIGAOE

Apo new roux 09742

21 January 1975

Mr. George Schecter
Chairman, 34th MORS

- KETRON , Inc
1400 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, Virginia 22209

Dear hhu Schecter:

It was indeed a pleasure to hear that hbjor Hayden made a very real con-tribution to the Working Group on Military Forces in Urban Areas at the34th BDRS. Although our training priorities have remained unchanged,only recently have we begun to systematically document our training and'attempt to fill in doctrinal gaps. Participation in BDRS provides uswith a very beneficial interface in upgrading'our combat in cities (CIC)training. '

In the not too distant future, we willrcomplete TV tapes of trainingexercises. Preparation of CIC oriented Army Training Tests for platoonsand companies is ongoing, as is the refinement and updating of our train-ing course outline. We will continue to improve our model city trainingarea, as time and resources permit.

I want to thank you for the studies and materials that KETRON furnishedthe Brigade. These reports will enable us to View the theoretical andto confirm or challenge our personal training experiences. I certainlyhope we can continue this worthhhile exchange of ideas and informationfor our mutual benefit.

Sincerely,

R. DEAN TICE
. Brigadier General, USA
Commanding
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24 Dec‘ember 1974 (703) 527-4200

MEMORANDUM

TO: LTC R.M . Franklin

FROM: George Schecter

SUBJECT: Discussion with Brigadier General R. Stevenson

General Stevenson commanded the Berlin Brigade until his recent transfer
to DCSPER. Yesterday I spent about an hour with him, giving him an
overview on "who's doing what" in MOBA and discussing our ARPA/Gl ‘N

project and related topics . He is intensely interested and our lively
discussion would have continued had we not been interrupted by Lt. Gen-
eral Moore with a matter of urgent business. We agreed to resume the
dialogue soon and at periodic intervals. (His current DCSPER responsibility
in training is not unrelated .)

He is the man directly responsible for up—grading significantly the Berlin
Brigade training, including the new construction of the Parks Range MOBA
training facility. This facility is still being expanded (more buildings)
and streets will be laid, the "canal” filled with water, grading and
shrubbing and seeding completed, etc. They bring in many U.S. Army
units from throughout Europe for training there——and still use the FRG
facility in "Bonnland" (Hamelburg) also. In response to my question re-
garding the selection of structure configuration, he said that the Army
Engineers based it on studies of Berlin and other European cities, and
selected individual structures, aggregates, and spacings to represent
most nearly the configurations found in the real-world in terms of building
dimensions, street—widths, off—sets, courtyards, and L, I and X inter—
sections. An interesting side-light: this facility is within 500 meters of
the Berlin Wall and the training e‘xercises are observ ed by the guys in
the towers on the other side.

General Stevenson feels strongly that the MOBA project is a long overdue
response to an important need in NATO and elsewhere. He sees validity,
'Ray, in the European defense concept-that you and l worked up; wants to
discuss it further. He described the Finnish Army's “MOTTI” tactics.
A "MOTTI, literally, is a day’s work in lumber cutting. The term is applied

-..»\
l

$461th

Valley Forge Executive Mall 656 East SwedcsfordvRoad Waync, Pcnnsvam’a 19087 (215) 687-5300



__2__

to the tactic of cutting and isolating a sliceof a hostile mechanized
column—~equiva1ent to a day's work.

He suggested that this up—date on MOBA would probably be useful to and
welcomed by his successor, Brigadier General Tice, and urged that a visit
include East Berlin and Karlshorst, the new center of ground defense forces
for Berlin. Many lessons and insights into Soviet doctrine and tactics can
be extracted from careful examination of the military museum in East Berlin,
he said.

GEORGE SCHBCTBR
Senior As sociate

CF: EK/JDK
MOBA team
Major McCcllum
Major Granrud
Major Sottack
LTC Schilling

GS:des
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KBTRON, INC. ~ ,2”, r1237“;:t'lizzflgxxgrzsg
1400 \Vson Boula (1rd

A7li11glon, Virtlima 22209
(703) 5274200‘6 June 1 975

Commander ,

U.S. Army Infantry Center *

& School
‘5'

Ft. Benning, Georgia 31905

Gentlemen:

AS part of our continuing research effort for the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (ARM-0* and the Army Materiel Command (AMC)**
in Military Operations in Built— Up Areas (MOBA), we are collecting and
analyzing descriptrons of tactics and techniques for small unit combat in
various MOBA so: narios. \Ve already have most of the standard documen—

tation on US and USSR doctnne for urban combat and we are domg our best
to keep up to date with the latest thinking at the HQT1RADOC, CAC, C&Gb‘,C
Marine Corps, and our NATO allies. I am hopeful that the cuzrent ideas at
the Infantry Center and School, along these lines, can be made available for
inclusion in this collection and analysis.

\Ne recognize that doctrine and concepts of operation in this com—

plex area are in a state of flux —- some schools are introducing revised
manuals and training circulars, new scenarios are being developed to eval»
uate force performance, materiel systems (both inventory and new concepts)
are being assessed. Nevertheless, we want to collect whatever is available
to describe the current state of the art and possibly to help synthesize new
and stionger conccpts.

Our current work for ARPA and the Army includes the task of dev~
eloping analytical tools that will serve all UtS. military elements concerned.
They will improve our basis for evaluating alternative tactics and systems
quantitatively. To support this purpose, we are soliciting your cooperation.
We would like descriptions of your current concepts for platoon and squad
operations in urban and suburban areas —-‘ and your ideas for improving the
techniques and equipments. We are obtaining similar information from other
Army elements , Marine Corps, allied forces, and intelligence sources. The
collected facts and derived findings will be distributed through appropriate .

channels. If you wish to place restrictions on dissemination of your ideas
(because of their preliminary status), please let me know.

Cor/\rn'atc Ojrc Vrzllcy Forge Executive fall 656 EastS .11111'c5furd Raid lVrzync, Pennsylvania 19037 (215) 68716311“
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U.S. Army Infantry Center & School
6 June 1975
Page Two

Guidelines for your use in preparing descriptions are enclosed.
\Nhile these include some arbitrary restrictions, they will provide a basis
for comparison and will be useful for initial evaluation of current and

developmental combat systems. Any related documents or comments beyond

these restrictions are, of course, most welcome,

We have a deadline of mideIuly to complete this phase of t-he

ta sk and would appreciate your early advice on what we might expect by
that time. We have an analyst on— site near Fort Benning, Mr. Ronald D..

Klein, who can assume the burden of document screening and abstraction.

Sincerely,

GEORGE SCHECTBR
Senior Associate

GS/nes

‘
Enclo sure '

*Contract No. DAAHOl—72—C—1063
** Contract No. DAAAZl—75—C-0192
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10‘ Iune 1975

MEMORANDUM

TO: George Schecter

FROM: Ron Klein

SUBJECT: Discussibn of MOBA Small Unit Ractics with the Platoon
Tactics Team Chief — Major Williamson

The topics discussed in this MFR were also covered in
meetings with Captain Vass — MOBA Company Operations Committee,
Major Gwilliam - British Liaison Officer, Major Leary — AntiArmor Task
Force. The tactics and methods of operation described herein were
generally agreed upon by all persons mentioned above.

Isolation of a Strondly Defended Structure

Before penetrating a strongly defended building, the building
should be isloated to prevent reinforcement or resupply to the occupants.
The standard procedure for this operation is to cover the front of the
building with covering fire from a base of fire team. The sides cf the
building are covered by machine guns positioned in such a way that they
can place effective fire in the alleyways between adjacent structures .
Mortar fire (81 mm) is normally used to cover the area directly behind the
building. There was much talk about the effectiveness of the 60 mm
mortar. All of the people I talked to were in favor of using this weapon in
built—up areas . ‘
Building Entry

After sufficient preparatory fire and with suppressive fire, the
assault team attempts to- gain entry into the building. The goal is to get
inside as quickly as possible. Therefore, an attempt to scale exterior
walls immediately is not recommended. The decided entry point is the corner
ground floor room, if possible.

Contrary to popular belief, the law, 90mm and 106mm are not
good entry hole makers in brick and stone structures. If these weapons
are all that are available, satchell charges must be used. This is not a
desirable method of gaining entry because three trips across the open
area are required: one to place the charge, one to get clear and then the
trip required to enter. The time between trips is a detriment since the
enemy may reoccupy the room after the blast or use grenades as attacking



personnel enter. Both the Dragon and TOW are considered useful for
wall breaching if the firers can get far enough back to use them, 60—70
meters. At this range, the missile is rarely guided because the capture time is
minimal. The missile is simply used as a direct fire weapon, that is,
armed and fired much like a recoiless rifle. ‘In this mode, only the arming
distance has to be considered.

In crossing the open area, troops use whatever cover is available
such as depressions. Covering fire is at its maximum ar this time. If
the enemy has only small arms, APC's may be used as cover for attacking
troops. As a last resort, smoke and tear gas are used to provide some
concealment.

Semi versus Automatic Rie Fire

No well defined doctrine for mode of fire is available. This is
considered as a decision to be made by the unit commander. Much depends on
ammo supply, type of structure, range and enemy weapons. It was agreed
upon that normally automatic fire would be used by the covering team and the
rush team, if they were to fire While moving. Once the rush team is inside ,
the covering team switches to semiautomatic. Defenders would normally use
semiautomatic unless conditions were such that automatic fire would be more
effective (e.g._, against a mass assault, perhaps, firing through smoke cover).
Again, other factors such as ammo supply and resupply must be considered.

Operations Within Building

Once a foothold has been established in the building, the first
priority is to gain access to the roof or top floor. Russian doctrine calls for
an immediate attack up the stairwells. However, stairwells will be heavily
defended and even boobytrapped. . Consequently, it was felt that the stairwell
would be the 1a st pathway to the roof that should be considered. First, would
be external stairs which could be covered by the base of fire team. Grappling
hooks should also be considered. Elevator shafts are another possibility as
is mouseholing through the ceiling. As with stairwells, mouseholing upwards
leaves most of the advantage to the defender and should be avoided, if
possible.

Lateral movement is best done using two—man bound and overwatch
teams . More than two two—man teams can lead to excessive casualties.
Grenades are used in each room and must not be thrown too quickly, lest
they be thrown back before they go off. Mouseholing from room to room is less
desirable. If the walls are thin, fire exchanges can take place through the
walls . If they are thick, they must be breached by explosives which requires
that the room in which the men are working must be vacated before the explosion.
Consequently, they may have to fight their way back into the room in order to
use the mousehole.



Use of Other Combat Arms

~ It was felt that any attached armor or engineer units should be broken
down into infantry, armor, and engineering teams. That is, each infantry
unit (squad, platoon, fire team) would have a single tank and/or engineer
working directly With the infantry unit. In this manner, maximum flexibility
in the use of firepower and d4molitions would be made available. This
infantry task team concept is a must in MOBA.

Additional Notes

Captain Schmidt was most helpful in describing platoon tactics.
His number is 404-545—1922 or 3779.

Mines

Whenever I brought up the question of off—route and soatterable
mines , I was met with blank stares . I was told that they were being worked on
and developed by the engineers but no one at Benning was doing anything in
that area.

Movement within City

All units moving in the built-up area should make liberal use of
phase lines. These are easily discernable and essential in coordination of
movement and fire in close quarters. Phase lines should be defined in terms
of streets, buildings and so on. All movement should have well defined
start points and end points. Position reports should always be "keyed on"
specific points (intersections, buildings).
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25 novATco—Ao 1974

Dear Hr. Schecter.

As a rcsu1t of your 26 September 1974 briefing, the Combined Arms Center
(CAC) at Fort Leavenworth has reconnended that we at TRADOC support yourHiIitany Operations in Bui1t~up Areas (HOBA) gaming mode] effort. It
appears to us that the support required wil] be in the form of your repre-sentatives meeting periodicaiiy with appropriate personne] at CAC or
branoh schools for a period of one to two days to discuss MOBA doctrine
and review the progress in the deveiopment of your mode]. I aiso under-
stand that during one of your visits to CAC or the Infantry School youwiii require two to three officers for a period of two to three days toassist in a preliminary exercise of the "test bed game".

h

TRADOC participation in your modeiing effort wiii of necessity be on a case
by case basis. The capabiiity of our centers and associated schOois to
provide the desired decree-of support can oniy be determined as specific
requests for assistance are received from you. These requests for assist-
ance should be addressed to the following points of contact at CAC: coor—
dination with TRADOC centers and schools - LTC Shilling (Area Code 9l3
684—5595); HOBA doctrine and tactics — MAJ Sottack.(9l3‘684—2460); and MOBAscenario — LTC Steger (9l3 684—38l7). Information copies of your requests
should also be forwarded to MAJ McCollum (HQ TRADOC, ATTH: AlCD-CH-I, Fort
Monroe, VA 2365l or 804 727—44l4) so I can be kept abreast of the situation.
In addition to the aforementioned support CAC will provide you with infor—
mation on the HOBA sequence to the European scenario when it is developed.

d

‘Sincerely,

Q) “C. M‘MLR
ROBERT C. MCALISTER
Major General, GS
Deputy Chief of Staff
for Combat Developments

Mr. George Schecter
Senior Associate

_

Ketron, Inc., Washington Operations
l2th Floor, Architect Building
l4OO Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, VA 22209
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Mr. George Schectér
Ketron, Inc.
Washington Operations
12th Floor, Architect Building
1400 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, VA 22209

Dear Mr. Schecter,-

Thank you for providing me a.(opy of the information gathered during your

visit with MG Gut. The Israeli Army's method of using gaming in their

'military training and for developing dootrinal concepts was enlightening.

We are constantly seeking means to improve our capability to effectively

conduct Military Operations in Built~Up Areas. Your efforts to keep me

informed of the various techniques and innovations relating to urban

warfare are highly appreciated.

Sincerely,

ROBERT C. NCALISTER
Major General, CS

Deputy Chief of Staff
for Combat Developments

. ,- . , lo-
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WASHINGTON OPERA TIONS
_

‘ 12th Floor, Archiiect Building

} '
.

I400 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, Virginia 22209

.
(703) 527-4200

5 Iune 19 75

BGEN B. L. Harrison
Deputy Commandant
U.S. Army Command ‘& General

Staff College
>

Fort Leavenworth, Kansas 66027

. Dear General Harrison:

Your letter of 21 May was most generous; I enjoyed participating
in your course on "Built—Up and Fortified Areas" .

As part of our continuing research effort for the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (ARPA) and the Army Materiel Command (AMC) in Mili—

tary Operations in Built—Up Areas (MOBA), we are collecting and analyzing des-
criptions of tactics and techniques for small unit combat in various MOBA scen-
arios. We already have most of the standard documentation on US and USSR
doctrine for urban combat and we are doing our best to keep up to date with the

latest thinking at the HQTRADOC, CAC, USAIS, Marine Corps, and our NATO
allies. I am hopeful that the current ideas at the C&GSC, along these lines,
can be made available for inclusion in this collection and analysis.

We recognize that doctrine and concepts of operation in this com—

plex area are in a state of flux —-— the schools are introducing revised manuals

and training circulars, new scenarios are being developed to evaluate force per-

formance, materiel systems (both inventory and new concepts) are being assessed.
Nevertheless, we want to collect whatever is available to describe the current

state of the art and possibly to help synthesize new and stronger concepts .

Our current work for ARPA and the Army includes the task of dev—

eloping analytical tools that'will serve all U.S . military elements concerned.
. They will improve our basis for evaluating alternative tactics and systems quan—

titatively. To support this purpose, we are soliciting your cooperation. We
would like descriptions of your current concepts for platoon and sqiad operations

in urban and suburban areas ——- and your ideas for improving the techniques and

equipments. We are obtaining similar information from other Army elements ,

Corporalc Office 12112 Floor, Architect Building 1400 Wilson Boulevard Arlington, VA.



BGEN B. L. Harrisoh
5 Iune 1975
Page Two

Marine Corps, allied forces, and intelligence sourées. The Collected

facts and derived findings will be distributed through appropriate

channels. If you wish to place restrictions on dissemination of you?

ideas (because of their preliminary status), please let me know.

Guidelines for your use in preparing descriptions are enclosed.

While these include some arbitrary'restrictions, they will provide a basis

for comparison and will be useful'for initial evaluation of current and

developmental combat systems. Any related document-s or comments

beyond these restrictions are, of course, most welcome.

Sincerely,

GEORGE SCHBCTER
Senior A s sociate

GS/nes

Enclosure

P.S. Perhaps your foreign sections have literature in this area to

contribute. I have a deadline of mid—July to complete this‘task,

so would appreciate your early advice. If a visit would help,

I, can do that. ‘

BCC: LTC R. C. Boyd, Ft. Leavenworth
Colonel Clyde I. Tate
Major Barry Sottack



DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
U.S. ARMY COMMAND A'ND GENERAL STAFF COLLEGE

FORT LEAVENVv/ORTH, KANSAS 66027

ATsw—TA—l

2 1 MAY 1975

Mr. George Schecter
c/o Ketron, Inc., {Jashington Operations
12th Floor, Architect Building
1400 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, Virginia 22209

(jw/
DearJQL’Schect r.

Thank you for taking the time to come to Fort Leavenworth to talk to
the students in the elective ”Combat in Built—Up and Fortified Areas."
Your presentations in January and April were well received by the
students and faculty, and all concerned benefitted from your remarks.

I would also like to take this_opportunity to express my appreciation
for the rapport that has been established between your firm (Ketron Inc)
and the Command and General Staff College. The information relevant to
NOBA that you have provided to us has been most helpful, and we look
forward to the same spirit of cooperation and informal exchange of
information in the future. I

Again, please accept my thanks and appreciation for your support of
our academic program.

Sincerely,

B. L. HARRISON
Brigadier General, US Army
Deputy Commandant
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DIRECTORATE 0F COMBAT DEVELOPMENTS
US ARMY ARMOR CENTER

‘

Fort Knox, Kentucky 40121

ATZK—CD-S
'

23 JUIy 1975

Ketron, Inc
ATTN: Mr. George Schecter
1400 Hi1son B1vd
Ar1ington, VA 22209

Dear Sir:
Reference is made to your 1etter dated 23 June 1975, inviting the Armor
Schoo1 to participate in‘the information exchange re1ated to your
research efforts.

A1though Armor doctrine has not changed in the uti1ization of proponent
vehic1es and units within bui1t- up areas, USAARMS is invo1ved with a

. current MOBA study directive present1y being coordinated by the Combined
Arms Combat Deve1opnent Activity, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. USAARMS
is interested in participating in the information “100p" resu1ting from
your MOBA reSearch. -

Point of contact for the US Army Armor Schoo1 is Co1one1 C1ark A. Burnett
(624—3648) and Major Michae1 A. Moran (624-2742). //

{ARI 4K. BURNEii
Co1one1, Armor
Chief, Studies Division



DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES ARMY MATERIEL COMMAND

5001 ETSENHDWER AVE. ALEXANDRIA.VA. max 22333

Mr. George Schecter
Ketron, Inc.
1400 Hi150n Blvd.
Arlington, VA 22209

Dear Mr. Schecter:

Thank you for your offer to exp1ore the topic of m11itary operations
in buiit—up areas (MOBA) with me. The Army has under consideration
efforts to direct and coordinate the iaboratories' task planning process
to address requirements for technology advances in the MOBA area. Ne
expect to initiate several new technoiogy base investigations in FY 76.

At this time there appears to be 1itt1e merit in designating a 1ead iab—
oratory for MOBA, mainiy due to the combined arms aspects of the topic
involving formidable tactical and doctrinal considerations rather than an
over—riding need to focus upon specific materiel developments.

As for the matter of priorities for research and development, the Army
user has set forth specific requests in the armor and artillery areas.

we believe that the Army has a reasonable estimate of the performance of
_the \eapons currently in the inventory to include infantry anti— tank
systems in the urban environment. Our main concern is to work together
with TRADOC on getting a better feel for the role of aviation, armor,
artillery, infantry, and engineer forces and how this will impact upon
future materiel requirements.

Coordination of MOBA efforts in AMC has been assigned to the Technical
Assessment Office of the Research, Development, and Engineering Directorate.
I recommend that you contact COL Feist or Dr. Stefanye and arrange to
exchange your views with them.

Sincer/Wg§7mL. KLEIN
Assistant Deputy for
Science & Technology
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Ketron, Inc.
ATTN: Mr. George Schecter
Washington Operations
12th Floor, Architect Building
1400 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, Virginia 22209

Dear Mr; Schecter:

2 3 JUL ‘32“..-

The US Army Military Police School (USAMPS)Ais interested in establishing
an information exchange with Ketron, Inc., for research of military opera-
tions in built-up areas (MOBA). The Concepts and Studies Division is
presently conducting research on current concepts of military police sup-i
port to MOBA. The following areas are of interest for full develOpment
of this USAMPS'study. We, therefore, request any information that you
may have in regard to these subjects“

a. Police/territorial forces organization, training and locations.

b. Dissident and insurgent organizations.

c. Political, socio-economic organizatidns and affiliations.
d. Population distribution.

e. Communication systems.

f., Transportation facilities'and networks‘(rail/water/land/air).

g. Utilities.
h. Inter-city key terrain features.
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i. City zoning configuration, both economic and social.

j. Capability of urban areas for self~sufficiency during disaster.

k. Emergency area damage control operations.

Information on the construction of your gaming model will be beneficial
to that division in respect to the areas you are currently researching.
USAMPS will provide input as required to increase the value of the
model in testing military police support to MOBA.

Sincerely,

(AR; B. BE RRONG
MaMr MPG
Executive Offic‘r
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Ketron, Inc.
Washington Operations
12th Floor, Architect Building
1400 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, VA 22209

Dear Mr. Schecter:

Reference is made your letter of 9 June 1975 concerning tactics and
techniques for small units operating in built—up areas.

Per our telephone conversation of l3 June 1975, attached is a copy
of FM lQ-lS, Civil Disturbances, which discusses the policies and legal
considerations governing the commitment of Federal forces to civil
disturbance control operations; the principles of civil disturbance
control operations; planning and training for such operations; and the
operational tasks and techniques employed to control civil disturbances
and neutralize special threats.

Our mission and functions are such that we do not have any other
.

significant information to furnish concerning operations in built—up areas.

I trust the enclosed manual will be of benefit to you.

Sincerely,

~#~"”' f 4»’1-";, vi ‘

RANDALL D. RALLS
LTC, US Army
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HQ, V Corps
APO New York 09079

11 March 1975

Dear Mr. Schecter ,

Thank you vexy much for your letter and the reports which
you enclosed. It is gratifying to know that we have-someone
working on this problem and can expect some comsel, guidance,
and doctrine on the subject in the future.

Except for World War II, all of my military experience
has been in other kinds of wars and. in other kinds of training.
My concern with MSBA, therefore, is quite recent, but I have
been surprised by the fact that we seem to hare neglected the
subject even hem in Europe for too man) years. As a neoph} te
I expect to be on the receiving end of advice and counsel, but
will be glad to respond to your invitation to provide any
thoughts I might have on the subject in the future.

Thank you again for your//thUtfght”i' Uhmesdiryroviding mo
with your material .

Sincere ly ,

4/\z WA...mm
{FDthlkJ KROTESEN

M Jor General, USA

Mr. George Schecter
Ketron, Inc.
1400 Wilson Boulevard-
Arlington, Virginia 22209
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_

~ - . (703) 5274200

Directorate of Military Support
~

ATTN: DACS-MS .

"

Q Department of the Army '
'

r The Pentagon
Washington, D.C. 20310

Gentlemen:

As part of our continuing research effort for the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (ARPAV and the Army Materiel Command (AMC)**
in Military Operations in Built—Up Areas (MOBA) , we are collecting and
analyzing descriptions of tactics and techniques for small unit combat in. various MOB}: scenarios. We already have most of the standard documen—
tation on US and USSR doctrine ior urban combat and we are doing our best
to keep up to date with the lastest thinking at the HQTRADOC, USAIS, GAG,
C&GSC, Marine Corps, and our NATO allies. I am hopeful that the current
ideas in your Directorate,along these lines, can be made available for inclu—. sion in this collection and analysis. '

V

We recognize that doctrine and concepts of operation in this com—-

plex area are in a state of flux —— some schools are introducing revised
_

manuals and tra ining circulars, new scenarios are being developed to eval—. uate force performance, materiel systems (both inventory and new concepts)
are being assessed. Nevertheless, we want to collect Whatever is available
to describe the current state of the art and possibly to help synthesize new
and stronger concepts i

Our current work for ARPA and the Army includes the task of dev—
eloping analytical tools that will serve all U.S.- military elements concerned.
They will improve our basis for evaluating alternative tactics and systems
quantitatively. To support this purpose, we are soliciting your cooperation.
We would like descriptions of your current concepts for platoon and Squad
operations in urban and suburban areas —- and your ideas for improving the
techniques and equipments. We are obtaining similar information from other
Army elements; Marine Corps, allied forces, and intelligence sources. The
collected facts and derived findings will be distributed through appropriate
channels. If you wish to place restrictions on dissemination of your ideas
(because of their preliminary status), please let me know.

Curfxmntc Oi {cc Vallcy Forge Executive Xi’an 656 East chdcsford Road lVaync, Pennsylvania 19087 (2.15) 6574:3015:
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Guidelines for your use in preparing descriptions are enclosed.
While these include some arbitrary restrictions, they will provide a basis
for comparison and will be useful for initial evaluation of current and
developmental combat systems. Any related documents or comments beyond
these restrictions are, of course, most welcome.

We have a deadline of mid-July to complete this phase of the
task and would appreciate your early advice on what we might expect by
that time. Please call if you require further clarification or wish to discuss
this.-

Sincerely,

GEORGE SCH ‘CTER
Senior Associate

GS/nes

Enclosure

* Contract No. DAAHOl—72-C—1063
** Contract No. DAAA21—7S~C-019g
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